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history  how, why  no  no  Yes – to develop 
research question 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Given  that  the model  is  intended  to be a  ‘working  tool’  that can be used by practitioners,  it 
was considered to be important that the model was exposed to the scrutiny and comment of 




























































































  Constructor  Other NOPs Owners Total
Alliance  Interviews  Responses  Interviews Responses Interviews Responses  Interviews  Responses
Blue   4  3  1 1 1 1  6  5
Red  3  1  2 1 0 0  5  2
Green  3  3  2 2 1 1  6  6
Purple   3  2  1 0 2 1  6  3
Black  2  2  2 2 1 1  6  5
Total  16  11  8 5 5 4  29  21
Response 
rate 
69%  63% 80% 72%
% of 
responses 
55% ‐  28% ‐ 17% _  100%  ‐
% of 
responses 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































phases,  the content of which are briefly  summarised below  to  refresh  the context of  the  findings.   
The  purpose  of  this  Chapter  is  to  report  the  data  collected  in  Phase  1  and  to  discuss  the 
interpretation if this data.  
In  order  to  clearly  distinguish  between  factual  information  and  the  interpretative  content  of  this 
chapter, the latter is presented in italicised blue coloured text.  
Phase  1  involved  twenty  seven  interviews with  representatives  of  four  project  alliances  plus  one 
program  alliance  which  consisted  of  three  projects.  These  interviews  sought  the  views  of  the 
participants on; 
 the meaning of the term VfM; 
 their  views  on  whether  VfM  had  been  achieved  in  the  alliance  in  which  they  were 
participating; and 
 their comments on the manner in which VfM had been documented.  












As  indicated  above,  this  chapter  presents  both  the  data  collected  during  Phase  1  and  an 
interpretation  of  this material.  The  table  below  distinguishes  between  sections  of  the  text which 
present either the data collected, or provide a discussion which interprets the perceived meaning of 
this data. 






























research and  involved a series of some twenty‐seven  interviews with participants  in three alliances 
(four project alliances and one program alliance, which  in turn  involved three separate projects).   A 
listing  of  the  interviews  undertaken  is  summarised  in  Appendix  B.1,  although  the  identity  of  the 
individuals  is  not  revealed  for  reasons  of  confidentiality.  The  format  of  the  interview  was  as 





During  the  interviews  the  participants  were  asked  to  explain  whether  they  believed  VfM  was 
achieved in the alliance in which they were participating or had participated in and whether VfM had 
been demonstrated. A number of  these oral  responses are  listed  in Tables 5.2  to 5.6 below which 
respectively address the five alliances studied.  
In  providing  such  responses  a  number  of  the  participants  provided  a  description  of  what  they 
believed constituted VfM and these included some interesting and varied definitions of the concept 
of  value  and  VfM.  Some  of  these  observations  and  other  comments  that  were  relevant  to  the 
treatment of VfM in the specific alliance are also contained in Tables 5.2 to 5.6.  
The  interviews  fulfilled  two  functions,  firstly  they  presented  an  opportunity  for  an  in‐depth 
conversation with key members of a  range of alliance projects.   These conversations explored  the 
concept  of  VfM  in  some  depth  and  the manner  in which  the  issue  had  been  addressed  on  the 
projects  concerned.    Secondly,  they  enabled  the  researcher  to  brief  the  participants  prior  to  the 
subsequent  completion  of  the  questionnaire  including  an  explanation  of  the  philosophy  and 
structure of the preliminary VfM model. 















































































































































































































































































































































Participants  Organisation  Do you believe that VfM was achieved?  Was VfM demonstrated/documented?  Definitions of VfM and other comments 

























































































































































































































were sought on  the preliminary VfM Model. The questions posed  in  the questionnaire, as  listed  in 
Table  5.8  above,  related  to  a  number  of  different  matters.  Consequently  the  reporting  of  the 
responses  obtained  and  the  associated  discussion  is  divided  into  a  number  of  sub‐sections  as 
presented below. 
5.4.1  Issues addressed in VfM Reviews (Question A) 
The  first  question  posed  in  the  questionnaire  (Question  A) was  a  general  enquiry  to  determine 





been previously developed by  the Water Corporation of Western Australia  (WAWC)  (2007).   These 
principles had been structured  in six dimensions which  included outcome and process matters.   To 
access performance against these principles, a series of twenty two benchmarks or ‘water scores’, as 
they were termed, were developed by WCWA (see Table 5.9 above). 
These  benchmarks  were  adopted  as  the  relevant  issues  for  Question  A  as  they  were  seen  to 
represent a comprehensive listing of matters that needed to be addressed in delivering a successful 
alliance and hence providing value to the Owner. 
This  first question was  intended  to  act  as  an  ‘ice breaker’ which would  introduce  the  survey  and 





















Participants  (NOP’s)  who  would  not  typically  be  involved  in  the  project  until  VfM/BV  Gate  2 
(Procurement  Strategy)  had  been  completed.    By  contrast,  questions  relating  to  Gates  3B  (TCE 
Approval) and 4 (Readiness for Service) have much higher response rates reflecting the fact that all 
participants  in  the  project  are  engaged  in  these  later  stages  of  the  project.    Nevertheless, 
notwithstanding the number of responses  is  limited  for some of the review points considered,  it  is 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Examination  of  these  figures  confirms  that  the  general  trend  of  responses  across  the  lifecycle  is 
consistent  for  issues  within  each  category,  although  the  trend  is  seen  to  be  different  between 
categories. The notable exceptions to this trend are the category of social issues, and to lesser degree, 
the  category of governance  issues.  For  the  social  category  the  issue of  ‘personal wellbeing’  is not 








 Strong  increase  in  positive  responses  for OH&S  and 
  ‘personal well‐being’ later in the lifecycle 
Environmental   Few  positive  responses  initially  with  strongest 
response at Gates 3B and Gate 4  (TCE Approval and 
Readiness for Service) 
Ethical   Similar  patterns  to  Environmental  but  also  stronger 
  responses at Gate 2  








of  the  lifecycle  is presented graphically.   The  results of  this analysis are  shown  in Figure 5.5 which 
effectively represents a form of ‘league table’ of the perceived importance of issues at each stage of 
the project lifecycle.  Some quite interesting trends can be observed concerning the relative ranking of 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Notably,  the  economic  issues  of  ‘Capital  Cost’  and  ‘Whole  of  Life’  costs  are  amongst  the  highest 
ranked  issues  in all  reviews with  lifecycle with  the marked exception of VfM Gate 3A  (Selection of  
NOPs).   Conversely the ethical  issues of ‘Responsible and accountable’ and ‘Honest and trustworthy’ 
are  lowly  ranked  during  the  earlier  review  points  in  the  lifecycle  but  are  considered  to  be  of  the 
utmost  importance at VfM Gate 3A (Selection of NOPs).    In Figure 5.5 the relative movement of the 
ranking of these specific economic and ethical issues is tracked to illustrate these statements. 
This  juxtaposition  of  the  importance  of  economic  and  ethical  issues,  at  the  point  of  selecting  the 
NOPs, is seen to be key finding that can be drawn from the data gathered in response to Question A.    
The message  that  is evident here  is  that when  the alliance partners are being  confirmed,  it  is  the 




dependent  on  the  strength  of  the  relationship  between  the  parties.    Consequently,  it would  be 
inappropriate  to  adopt  economic  issues  as  the  primary  criterion  at  the  point  of  selecting  the 
alliance parties.  If it felt that such criterion should be pre‐eminent at that point and should govern 
the  selection  decision  it  should  also  be  apparent  that  the wrong  procurement model  is  not  the 
method best suited to the delivery of the project. 
It needs  to be  recognised  that all of  the alliances considered  in  the  survey were  ‘pure’  rather  than 
‘competitive’ alliances. That is, as discussed earlier in Chapter 2, the selection of the NOPs was in each 
case based on  ‘non‐price’  selection  criteria and  consequently  it might be expected  that  cost  issues 
would  not  be  represented  as  being  of  the  highest  priority  at  the  point  of  selecting  the NOPs  i.e. 
VfM/BV Gate  3A.   However,  the  pronounced  ascent  of  the  ethical  issues  identified  to  the  highest 
ranking does emphasise that the selection of the NOPs is primarily a relationship based decision when 
issues of  trust and accountability are much more  relevant  to  the ability of  the parties  involved  to 
establish a sustainable ongoing alliance than are the issues of cost. 
This supports the position that should such cost related issues constitute the predominant selection 
criteria at  this critical point,  then  the alliance procurement approach  is not  suited  to  the  task at 
hand.  It then follows that a more conventional delivery methodology based on the selection of the 
lowest price would be more appropriate and should be adopted. 





point or VfM Gate of the project  lifecycle. This figure also  illustrates the point that economic  issues 






VfM/BV Gate 0  (Strategic Assessment) and VfM/BV Gate 1  (Business  Justification)).   However, only 
two social issues being ‘Personal Wellbeing’ at VfM/BV Gate 2 (Procurement Strategy) and ‘Industry 
Capacity’ at a VfM/BV Gate 5A/B  (Benefits Evaluation),  respectively,  feature as being  infrequent  in 
later reviews during the project lifecycle. 







Owner Constructor  Other NOPs Overall  
Score   (as 
per Figure 
5.5) 
Eco 1 Capital Cost 0% 50% 50% 40% 
Eco 2 Whole of Life Cost 0% 50% 50% 40% 
Eth 2 Responsible & Accountable 100% 100% 66% 92% 









Owners  concerned  placed  much  greater  emphasis  on  ethical  conduct  than  cost  at  the  point  of 
selecting the NOPs, bearing in mind that this is a decision that only the Owner can make.   
Interestingly,  the  Contractor  took  a  similar  view  regarding  ethical  issues  but  still  believed  that 
economic  issues  would  carry  significant  weight  in  the  selection  process.    The  other  NOPs  took  a 
similar  view  to  the  Contractor  regarding  economic  issues  but  placed  less  emphasis  on  the  ethical 
issues than the Contractor or the Owner.  The lack of alignment between the respective organisations 
is quite marked.  The Owners took the strongest view that only ethical issues were considered and the 
Constructors  and  the  NOPs  adopted  positions  of  increasing  ambivalence  between  ethical  and 
economic issues being most frequently considered. 
To  summarise  this  discussion  regarding  the  response  to  Question  A,  the  flowing  question  is 
addressed; 
What  do  these  responses  to Question A  reveal  about  the  relative  importance  of  the  22 
issues presented?  
The  results  obtained  showed  that  economic  issues were  dominant  in  reviews  of VfM  through  the 
project  lifecycle.    This  is  an  outcome  that  should  be  expected;  particularly  in  Public  Sector 




and this  is a view held particularly strongly,  in fact, universally  in responses received by the 
Owner respondents; 
 Whilst economic and stakeholder  issues dominate  in the early ‘strategic need’ and ‘business 
case’  stages of  the project, a broader  range of  issues become more  relevant  to VfM  in  the 
later stages of the lifecycle up to and including the delivery of the project; 
 Interestingly, once the project is in operation the priority of issues reverts to a similar pattern 












the alliance  in which  they were  involved and  their own home organisation.   Questions B, C and D 
addressed  the  LOM  in  the alliance, whilst Questions E,  F and G,  related  to  the  LOM of  their own 
home organisation. 
The  concept  of  a  LOM  relating  to  the manner  in which VfM was  approached, was  adapted  from 
earlier work by Walker and Nogeste (2008) and briefly outlined in Chapter 4. The advantage of such 
an  approach,  using  a  Capability  Maturity  Model  (CMM)  matrix  or  table,  is  that  it  allows  the 
respondent to be presented with a series of scenarios  in ‘word pictures’ described varying  levels of 
sophistication  of  approach  that  might  apply  to  the  circumstances  of  the  relevant  project.    The 
respondent  is  then  able  to  consider  these word  pictures  and  relate  their  own  experience  to  the 
spectrum of scenarios presented.  Whilst this approach does add to the length and complexity of the 
questionnaire  it  is designed  to minimise  the  time necessary  to  complete  the questionnaire which 
assists  in  encouraging  a  higher  response  rate.    In  this  case,  of  the  twenty‐seven  questionnaires 
circulated, twenty‐one were retuned corresponding to a 78% response rate. 
As  is described above, for each question, the respondents were presented with a matrix describing 





are  presented  in  Figures  5.11  to  5.13.    These  LOM  range  from  ‘inactive  awareness’  through  to 
‘embedded, routinisation and infusion’. This terminology is adopted from Walker and Nogeste (2008) 
who developed the earlier work of Walker (2004).  The statistics presented in these figures represent 
the  aggregate  assessment  of  all  respondents  and  do  not  distinguish  between  the  alliances  or 
organisations  considered.  The  breakdown  of  the  relative  responses  for  individual  alliances  is 
contained in Appendices D.2 to D.4, whilst those relating to LOM in each organisation are contained 
in Appendices D.5 to D.7. As was discussed earlier for Question A, the number of responses relating 





Question B - Is VfM an explicit project objective for the Alliance? 
'Strategic Need' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 0  'Business Case' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 1  
 
n=6,  active adoption with distinct towards lower LOM  n=7, mean/mode of active adoption with symmetrical 
distribution  
VfM/BV Gate 2 - ‘Procurement Strategy’ Stage  ‘Selection of NOPs’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3A 
 
n=8, bipolar response, pre-active initiation and pro-active 
acceptance  
n=10, range of responses with slight leaning towards 
higher LOM, proactive acceptance 
 ‘TCE Approval’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3B  ‘Readiness for Services’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 4 
 
n=18, broad response with slight leaning towards higher 
LOM 
n=19, broad response with slight leaning towards 
higher LOM 
 ‘Benefits Evaluation’ Stage - VfM/BV Gates 5A&5B General comments 
 
Lower response rate for earlier stage of the project 
lifecycle which is to be expected given that this is 
typically the province of the Owners alone. 
Generally centred on active adoption or slightly higher 
LOM. 
Legend:  
1 - Inactive awareness,   
2 - Pre-active initiation,   
3 - Active adoption,  
4 - Pro-active acceptance  + adoption,   
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Question C - Are specific measures or procedures in place to ensure that VfM is achieved? 
'Strategic Need' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 0 -  'Business Case' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 1 -   
  
n=7, active adoption leaning towards lower LOM n=7, broad range with slight leaning to lower LOM 
 ‘Procurement Strategy’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 2 -  ‘Selection of NOPs’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3A - 
  
n=9, polarised response with  tendencies to either pre-
active initiation of pro-active acceptance  
n=10, leaning towards higher LOM 
 ‘TCE Approval’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3B -  ‘Readiness for Service’ Stage  - VfM/BV Gate 4 
  
n=18, very broad response, full range of LOM n=19, broad response centred on active adoption 




Lower response rate for earlier stage of the project 
lifecycle which is to be expected given that this is 
typically the province of the Owners alone. 
Generally active adoption or less rather than higher 
LOM. 
Legend:  
1 - Inactive awareness,   
2 - Pre-active initiation,   
3 - Active adoption,  
4 - Pro-active acceptance  + adoption,   
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Question D - Are specific measures in place to ensure that VfM is demonstrated to have been 
achieved? 
'Strategic Need' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 0 -   'Business Case' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 1 -   
  
n=5,  active adoption with slight leaning to lower LOM n=8, broad range with slight leaning to higher LOM 
 ‘Procurement Strategy’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 2 -  ‘Selection of NOPs’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3A - 
  
n=7, broad range with slight leaning to lower LOM n=10, broad range with leaning towards lower LOM 
 ‘TCE Approval’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3B -  ‘Readiness for Service’ Stage  - VfM/BV Gate 4 
  
n=17, broad range with leaning towards lower LOM n=17, broad response with strong leaning towards 
lower LOM 




Lower response rate for earlier stage of the project 
lifecycle which is to be expected given that this is 
typically the province of the Owners alone. 
Generally active adoption or less rather than higher 
LOM. 
Legend:  
1 - Inactive awareness,   
2 - Pre-active initiation,   
3 - Active adoption,  
4 - Pro-active acceptance  + adoption,   
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The  responses obtained  are  first  examined  at  the  level of  the  individual questions  and  then  as  a 























The  results were  similar  to  those obtained  in Question B  in  that  the  LOM at  the  ‘Strategic 
Need’ stage  is considered  to be at an  intermediate  level of maturity or  lower.    Interestingly 
whilst  the  result  is  not  significantly  different  for  the  ‘Procurement  Strategy’  stage,  the 
‘Selection of NOPs’ stage appears  to suggest  that  the maturity of  the measures  in place  to 








increases  during  the  lifecycle.   As  noted  above,  for  some  of  the  stages  the measures  and 
procedures  in  place  do  not match  the  importance  of VfM  as  confirmed  in  the  question B.  








Interestingly,  at  the  ‘Selection  of  NOPs’  stage,  the  result  appears  to  mirror  the  response 
obtained in Question C (i.e. there appears to be a strong correlation between the maturity of 
the measures or procedures  in place to ensure that value for money has been achieved and 
the  demonstration  of  that  objective).   By  contrast  in  the  ‘TCE Approval’  stage,  the  results 





this objective was achieved.   Similarly during  the  ‘D&C phase’  there  is a notable difference 
between the responses to Questions C and D, again  indicating that the measures  in place to 
demonstrate VfM are generally at a lower LOM. 
  As  already  noted  above  the  results  suggest  a  discernable  difference  in  the  LOM  observed 














































































































To determine whether  there are any distinct  trends  in  the data  that might be observed when  the 























Question E - Is VfM an explicit project objective for your Organisation? 
'Strategic Need' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 0 -   'Business Case' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 1 -   
 
n=6, active adoption with slight leaning to lower LOM n=8, active adoption with slight leaning towards 
higher LOM 
 ‘Procurement Strategy’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 2 -  ‘Selection of NOPs’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3A - 
 
n=8, slightly bi-polar centred around active adoption n=9, range centred around active adoption 
 ‘TCE Approval’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3B -  ‘Readiness for Service’ Stage  - VfM/BV Gate 4 
 
n=15, very broad response with slight leaning towards 
lower LOM 
n=18, very broad response, active adoptions with 
slight leaning towards lower LOM 
‘Benefits Evaluation’ Stage - VfM/BV Gates 5A&5B- General comments 
 
Lower response rate for earlier stage of the project 
lifecycle which is to be expected given that this is 
typically the province of the Owners alone. 
Generally active adoption or less rather than higher 
LOM. 
Legend: 
1 - Inactive awareness, 
2 - Pre-active initiation, 
3 - Active adoption, 
4 - Pro-active acceptance + adoption, 
5 - Embedded routinisation + infusion 
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'Strategic Need' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 0  'Business Case' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 1  
 
n=6,  active adoption with slight leaning towards lower 
LOM 
n=6, bi-polar response with learning to higher LOM bi-
modal 
 ‘Procurement Strategy’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 2  ‘Selection of NOPs’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3A 
 
n=7, bipolar response centred around active adoption n=8, response centred around active adoption  
 ‘TCE Approval’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3B  ‘Readiness for Service’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 4 
 
n=17, full range of LOM, slight leaning towards higher LOM n=18, broad response with leaning towards low LOM 
 ‘Benefits Evaluation’ Stage - VfM/BV Gates 5A&5B General comments 
 
Lower response rate for earlier stage of the project 
lifecycle which is to be expected given that this is typically 
the province of the Owners alone. 
Generally active adoption or less rather than higher LOM. 
Legend:  
1 - Inactive awareness,   
2 - Pre-active initiation,   
3 - Active adoption,  
4 - Pro-active acceptance  + adoption,   
5 - Embedded routinisation +  infusion n=10, broad range with leaning towards lower LOM 
Figure 5.12  Phase 1, Question F, Frequency v LOM for each stage of the project lifecycle – All 
participants
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Question G - Are specific measures normally in place (within your organisation) to ensure that VfM 
is demonstrated to have been achieved? 
'Strategic Need' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 0  'Business Case' Stage - VfM/BV Gate 1  
  
n=6,  active adoption with slight leaning to lower LOM n=6, active adoption with slight leaning to pro-active 
acceptance 
 ‘Procurement Strategy’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 2  ‘Selection of NOPs’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3A 
  
n=7, very broad response ranging to lower LOM n=8, active adoption with slight leaning towards lower 
LOM 
 ‘TCE Approval’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 3B  ‘Readiness for Service’ Stage - VfM/BV Gate 4 
  
n=17, very broad response, full range of LOM n=18, broad response with leaning towards low LOM 
 ‘Benefits Evaluation’ Stage - VfM/BV Gates 5A&5B General comments 
 
Lower response rate for earlier stage of the project 
lifecycle which is to be expected given that this is typically 
the province of the Owners alone. 
 
Generally active adoption or less rather than higher LOM. 
 
Legend:  
1 - Inactive awareness,   
2 - Pre-active initiation,   
3 - Active adoption,  
4 - Pro-active acceptance  + adoption,   
5 - Embedded routinisation +  infusion 
n=10, broad range with leaning towards lower LOM 
Figure 5.13  Phase 1, Question G, Frequency v LOM for each stage of the project lifecycle – All 
participants





































such  issues had been addressed  in the respective alliances they were  involved  in. As  in the case of 
the consideration of VfM  in each alliance,  the  responses obtained are  first presented  in aggregate 
(see Figures 5.11  to 5.13).   The  results are also  reported by  the  three organisational groups being 
Owner  participants,  Constructor  participants  and  Other  NOP  participants  being  primarily  design 
consultants.  (See Appendices D.5 to D.7) 
As was the case for the earlier questions relating to specific alliances, the results are first examined at 







In  the  case  of  this  particular  question  comparison  between  Figure  5.11  and Appendix D.6 
reveals  an  interesting  difference  between  the  responses  of  different  organisations.  The 
response as a whole as shown in Figure 5.11 which shows a +ve skew i.e. lower LOM for the 
‘Strategic Need’ stage and the corresponding division by organisation as shown  in Appendix 
D.6  indicates  that Owner participants generally  report a  lower  LOM  than  the Construction 
participants.    In the  ‘Business Case’ stage there  is some evidence of a higher LOM generally 
with  the Constructor participants again  tending  to  report higher  LOM  scores.   Through  the 
‘Procurement Strategy’,  ‘Selection of NOPs’ and  ‘TCE Approval’ stages, the median score for 
LOM is mid range.  However, for the later two stages of 'Readiness for Service’ and ‘Benefits 
















As was  the  case  in  the  previous  question,  a  +ve  skew  i.e.  lower  LOM,  is  reported  for  the 
‘Strategic Need’  Stage with Owners  indicating  lower  scores  than Construction participants.  
Thereafter,  for  all  of  the  subsequent  stages  of  the  lifecycle  there  appears  to  be  bi‐modal 
distribution with results clustered in two groups either side of a central value.  There appears, 
however,  to  be  no  distinct  pattern  of  particular  organisations  reporting  in  each  of  these 
clusters.    Rather,  it  suggests  that  respondents  simply  consider  their  organisation  to  have 
either a high or low LOM at each stage with relatively few respondents considering that they 
were mid‐range. 
The  polarised  responses  at  each  stage  of  the  lifecycle  excepting  the  ‘Strategic  Need’  are 
difficult to interpret.  As discussed above the responses do not appear to be characteristic of 
organisations but rather represents  individual views.   It does confirm, however, that at  least 
half the respondents believe that there is scope for improvement in the LOM at each stage. 
Question: 




Again  at  the  ‘Strategic Need’  stage  a  +ve  skew  is  noted  although  this  is  a more  ‘normal’ 
response  than  that  obtained  to  the  equivalent  question  for  ensuring  VfM  in  alliances 
(Question B).  At the ‘Business Case’ stage a symmetrical distribution around a central median 
was observed but at the ‘Procurement Strategy’ stage a more developed LOM was reported.  
Interestingly,  when  this  question  was  presented  by  type  of  organisation  in  Appendix  D.7, 
Owner’s  responses  were  evenly  distributed  around  a  central  value  whilst  responses  from 
Construction participants recorded either very  low or high LOM.   For the  ‘Selection of NOPs’ 
stage,  the  responses  from  Owners  was  very  consistent  at  a  central  range  value  with 
Constructor and other NOP participants providing more divergent scores. 
























 There  is  a  very  consistent  trend  towards  a  bi‐modal  distribution  in  response  to  the 
question relating to ensuring VfM  (Question F).   The reasons  for this are unclear but 
this polarisation  indicates that there  is scope to  improve the performance of at  least 
half the sample. 
 There  is a notable  leaning  towards  +ve  skew distribution  (4 of 7)  i.e.  lower  LOM  in 





Notes:  -  
 No consistent trend to –ve skew in any question at any stage i.e. no tendency towards higher LOM. 
 Consistent leaning towards +ve skew (3 of 3) in Stage 0 (Strategic need) i.e. low LOM 
 Consistent bi-modal response (6 of 7) to Question F i.e. distinct division in LOM but no clear reason identified for this polarisation of responses in organisational spread – See 
Appendix D.5 
 Leaning towards +ve skew (4 of 7) for question G – i.e. tendency towards lower LOM 
 
Figure 5.14  Responses to Questions regarding Level of Maturity (LOM) within each ‘home’ organisation 
Stages of Project 












Question E - 
Is VfM and explicit 
project objective for 
your Organisation?               
none 
Question F - 
Are specific 
measures normally 
in place (within your 
organisation) to 
ensure that VfM is 
achieved? 
             
Bi-modal 




in place (within your 
organisation) to 




             
+ve skew 
(4 of 7) 
Typical shape of 
distribution 
+ve skew 
(3 of 3) 
none bi-modal  
(2 of 3) 
symmetrical  
(2 of 3) 
none none bi-modal  













































As  described  earlier,  one  function  of  the  interviews was  to  explain  the  format  and  function  of  a 
preliminary model which  had  been  developed  by  the  researcher  and  presented  in  the  form  of  a 
flowchart.   This model was based on a combination of the findings, a detailed literature review and 
the  researcher’s  personal  experience  of  project  alliances.    Having  presented  the  model  to  the 

































 VfM  process  could  include  ‐  VfM  champion  to  be  recognised  in  the  organisational 
structure. 
 Regular VfM  reports on design changes  ‐ a more  formal approach  to be  required  in  this 
phase of the project.  
 An  innovation  register  should  be  maintained  that  demonstrates  value  added  by  the 
alliance. 



















attest  to  the benefits  in cost  /time/quality achieved  relative  to earlier projects  that did 




































interviews  and  this was  then  supplemented  by  twenty‐one  participants  subsequently  submitting 















alliance partners, ethical  issues (including  ‘Responsible and Accountable’ (Eth 2) and  ‘Open, 
Honest  and  Trustworthy’  (Eth  3))  assumed  the  highest  status.    This  was  particularly 
noteworthy given that at that the same review point, economic issues such as ‘Capital Cost’ 
and ‘Whole of Life Cost’ were seen as the least relevant issues.  For all review points before 
and after  the selection of  the NOPs, such cost  issues were seen as  the pre‐eminent  issues. 
This is considered to be a fundamental finding of this research which is all the more striking 
when  the  breakdown  between  types  of  organisation  is  considered.    Notably  the  Owner 
respondents all indicated that economic issues were not considered at that point but rather 
the  ethical  issues  identified.  This  contrasted with  the  views  expressed  by  the  NOPs  that 








scope  for  development  to  higher  levels  of  maturity.  This  response  confirmed  the  view 
promoted  by  the  researcher  that  there  was  a  need  to  develop  a  more  systematic  and 
methodical approach to both ensuring and demonstrating VfM in project alliances. 
 Comments  on  the  preliminary  VfM  model  developed  by  the  researcher  were  generally 
positive and a number of constructive suggestions were received on how the model could be 







The  results of Phase 1 of  the  research which  included  twenty  seven  interviews and  the  receipt of 
twenty one completed questionnaires were presented in detail and a number of findings are drawn 
following consideration of the data collected in this Phase.  These include: 
 The  need  for  a  tool  to  assist  in  ensuring  and  demonstrating  VfM  in  project  alliance was 
strongly supported.    








This  chapter  has  documented  the  considerable  volume  of  general  feedback  and  practitioner 
comment  that was  gathered  through  the  face  to  face  interviews  and  questionnaire  processes  In 
particular  the  response  received  informed  the  revision  to  the VfM/BV Model  that was undertaken 















to  reflect a number of changes and  improvements  that had emerged during Phase 1. This  revised 
model is contained in Appendix C.4. 
Given  the more  iterative nature of  the Delphi process,  the  responses  received during Phase 2 are 
presented in a somewhat different manner than the ‘data followed by discussion’ format adopted in 
Chapter 5.  In  this case  the very considerable amount of  feedback  received  from  the experts, both 
quantitative and qualitative, during each round is presented in a summarised form within section 6.2 
of the chapter. The full date set is available in Appendices E.1 to E.3. 
 A discussion of the findings of Phase 2  is provided  in section 6.3 and the chapter  is summarised  in 
section 6.4. 
6.2  Phase 2 Survey  
As was  explained  in  some  detail  in  Chapter  4,  Phase  2  of  the  research  involved  a Delphi  survey 
process which was  conducted  through  an  established  externally  administered web page designed 
specifically for such surveys.   This survey took the form of 3 rounds of discussion  involving 10 or 11 





received during Rounds 2 and 3 respectively.   Each boxed section within  these  figures displays  the 
results  of  a  single  question.    Additionally,  qualitative  responses  to  each  question  are  also 
summarised.  The full responses to all questions are contained in Appendices E.1 to E.3 for Rounds 1 








Round  1  consisted  of  8  questions  as  listed  in  Appendix  4.10.  Questions  2,  3,  4,  7  contain  both 
quantitative  and qualitative assessments with  the  remaining questions being  solely qualitative.    It 
should be noted that Question 1 is absent from this table.  This is a consequence of Question 1 being 
used  as  the  vehicle  for  explaining  the nature of  the questions  to be  answered  in  the  round.  This 
practice was adopted in all three rounds. Full details of the responses obtained in Round 1, including 












Round 1 Question 3 
Do you think the framework/model could be a valuable tool to Owners in seeking to ensure the achievement and 
demonstration of VfM/BV? 
     Scale: 1 (Not at all valuable)      Scale: 5 (Highly valuable) 
 Responses: 10  Ave=3.90  SD=0.70 Median=4.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:   
A more positive response than that received to Question 2 suggesting that the model was seen as being of value to 
Owners.  
Qualitative: 
The model was seen as providing a useful ‘roadmap’ and standardised process for Owners which would bring discipline to 
the process. However, it was not seen as representing a fundamental breakthrough in the understanding or VfM/BV.  






The objective of developing the framework/model is to ensure the achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV.  Do 
you think the framework/model achieves this objective? 
 
Scale: 1 (The Model fails to achieve the objective)  Scale: 5 (The Model clearly achieves the objective) 
Responses: 10 Ave =3.20 SD =0.87 Median =3.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative 
The classic ‘bell shaped’ response around a central mean suggesting neither a strong endorsement nor rejection of the 
proposition that the model is achieving the stated objective. 
Qualitative 
A number of respondents made the point that the model largely summarised information from existing sources but did not 
necessarily provide a new approach to the assessment of VFM/BV. 









Round 1 Question 6 
 
The table identifies specific VfM/BV issues that should be addressed at the end of each stage of the project 
lifecycle. Do you have any comments regarding the issues listed e.g. are any inappropriate or have any important 
issues been overlooked? 
 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:  n/a 
Qualitative: 
The issues that were seen as inappropriate or having been overlooked included: 
 Some of the ‘red box’ processes were seen as purely process and did not represent key steps in obtaining 
VfM/BV. 
 As commented in the responses to Question 5, the model did not really suit a multiple TOC process and 
given the likely increase of such an approach in the future This could be seen a significant oversight, 
particularly by those critical of the degree of VfM achieved through the alliance procurement method. 
 The ‘Readiness for Service’ stage is too ‘high level’ and requires further detail to drive real VfM/BV. 
 The point that was made hat following a process to demonstrate that the original objective had been 
reached was not enough alone to demonstrate VfM/BV. The level of innovation and creativity developed by 
the alliance needed to be compared quantitatively and quantitatively with similar projects delivered by other 
procurement methods. 
 Several detailed improvements to the drafting/structure of each stage were suggested. 
Round 1 Question 4 
 
Do you think the framework/model could be a valuable tool to NOPs in seeking to ensure the achievement and 
demonstration of VfM/BV? 
 Scale: 1 (Not at all valuable)      Scale: 5 (Highly valuable)  
Responses: 10.00 Ave=3.60 SD=0.80  Median=4.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:   
A slightly more positive response than that received to question 3 suggesting that the model might be seen as being of 
greater value to NOPs than Owners.  VfM/BV.  
Qualitative: 
The model would enable NOPs to better understand the context in which Owners operate and seek to establish VfM/BV. 
The model was seen as providing a good outline of a thorough process.  





Round 1 Question 5 
 
Do you see any particular disadvantages or difficulties with the framework/model? 
 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:  n/a 
Qualitative: 
The disadvantages of the model which were identified included: 
 The model appeared to be complex and the format was a little cumbersome. The model could benefit from redrafting 
as a single page ‘simpler’ document with ‘backup’ pages for each of the 7 stages. 
 The model as drafted suited the single TOC model but did not appear to address the different sequence that was 
necessary if a multiple TOC approach was adopted. 





Round 1 Question 7 
In the Procurement Strategy Phase of the model it is proposed that a detailed review of procurement options is 
undertaken progressively considering Traditional, D&C and EOI options before considering Project Alliance 
options, either single or multiple TOC. The purpose of this particular activity is to clearly establish that a project 
alliance is the best procurement option to deliver VfM/BV for a particular project. Do you agree that this process of 
elimination would assist in arriving at the most appropriate procurement strategy? 
 Scale: 1 (Disagree)       Scale: 5 (Strongly Disagree) 
Responses: 10  Ave=3.80 SD=1.17 Median=4.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:   
 There was a positive response, with one firm exception, to the suggestion that a selective elimination process would 
have merit.  
Qualitative: 
 There was general consensus that the discipline of such a process would ensure that all procurement options were 
systematically considered before a project alliance was adopted and that this would test the real suitability of the project 
to this procurement approach. 
 Such a process would, however, require some sophisticated analysis and this presents a challenge to Owners who 
might currently use relatively ‘ad hoc’ decision processes. 
 As commented in the responses to Question 5, the model did not really suit a multiple TOC process and given the likely 
increase of such an approach in the future This could be seen a significant oversight, particularly by those critical of the 
degree of VfM achieved through the alliance procurement method. 
 The ‘Readiness for Service’ stage is too ‘high level’ and requires further detail to drive real VfM/BV. 
 The point that was made that following a process to demonstrate that the original objective had been reached was not 
enough alone to demonstrate VfM/BV. The level of innovation and creativity developed by the alliance needed to be 
compared quantitatively and quantitatively with similar projects delivered by other procurement methods. 
 Several detailed improvements to the drafting/structure of each stage were suggested. 




Round 1 Question 8 
 
The Readiness for Service (Design and Construct) Phase of the project lifecycle currently contains two activities: 
1) the progressive preparation of a VfM/BV Report and 2) the continuous review of KPA’s/KPI’s. What specific 
comments do you have on the contents of these activities and are there other activities that should be adopted in 
this phase of the project lifecycle? 
 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:  n/a 
Qualitative: 
A number of comments and suggestions were received including the following: 
 These are good concepts but rarely done well. Alliances could benefit from a template but this not core 
business for construction professionals and they need help. 
 Within the progressive VfM Report there should be a requirement to record any movements in the TOC 
from initial TOC to final TOC. There should also be an explanation of the reasons for any difference 
between the final TOC and the AOC.  
 As commented in the responses to Question 5, the model did not really suit a multiple TOC process and 
given the likely increase of such an approach in the future This could be seen a significant oversight, 
particularly by those critical of the degree of VfM achieved through the alliance procurement method. 
 The ‘Readiness for Service’ stage is too ‘high level’ and requires further detail to drive real VfM/BV. 
 The point that was made that following a process to demonstrate that the original objective had been 
reached was not enough alone to demonstrate VfM/BV. The level of innovation and creativity developed by 
the alliance needed to be compared quantitatively and quantitatively with similar projects delivered by other 
procurement methods. 









No. Question mean σ Researchers Comments 
2 The objective of developing the 
framework/model is to ensure the 
achievement and demonstration of 
VfM/BV. Do you think the 
framework/model achieves this 
objective? 
 
3.22 0.92 A result which suggest that the 
model, at this stage, is not seen to 
be strongly addressing the objective 
although it did provide a useful 
checklist of matters that need to be 
reviewed. 
 
3 Do you think the framework/model could 
be a valuable tool to Owners in seeking 
to ensure the achievement and 
demonstration of VfM/BV? 
 
3.78 0.63 The model was seen as being of 
use to both Owners and NOPs. The 
comments suggested that the 
model was of more use to Owners 
than NOPs but the statistics, based 
on a small sample, suggest there is 
little real difference. 
4 Do you think the framework/model could 
be a valuable tool to NOPs in seeking to 
ensure the achievement and 
demonstration of VfM/BV?  
 
3.56 0.83
7 In the Procurement Strategy Phase of 
the model it is proposed that a detailed 
review of procurement options is 
undertaken progressively considering 
Traditional, D&C and EOI options 
before considering Project Alliance 
options, either single or multiple TOC. 
The purpose of this particular activity is 
to clearly establish that a project 
alliance is the best procurement option 
to deliver VfM/BV for a particular 
project. Do you agree that this process 
of elimination would assist in arriving at 
the most appropriate procurement 
strategy?  
 
4.11 0.74 A strong response that indicates 
that the respondents considered 


























would  critically  analyse which procurement process was best  suited  to  the project with  a 
















































Round 2 Question 2 
The objective of developing the framework/model is to ensure the achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV. Do 
you think the Revised Round 2 framework/model achieves this objective? 
 Scale: 1 (The model fails to achieve the objective)  Scale: 5 (The model clearly achieves the objective) 
 
Responses: 10.00  Ave=3.25 SD=0.93   Median=3.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:   
The average value increased from 3.2 in Round 1 to 3.25 in Round 2. However, the standard deviation increased from 0.87 
to 0.93. This represents a very slightly positive movement to support the view that the revised model better addressed the 
objective.  
Qualitative: 
The comments made by the respondents suggest a clear view that the revised model represents an improvement, 
particularly in terms of clarity and understanding. The recognition of the different process for the multiple TOC approach was 
also recognised. 





Round 2 Question 3 
Do you think the Revised Round 2 framework/model could be a valuable tool to Owners in seeking to ensure the 
achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV? 
 
 Scale: 1 (Not at all valuable)      Scale: 5 (Highly Valuable) 
 
Responses: 10.00  Ave=3.35 SD=0.78   Median=3.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:   
The average value declined from 3.9 in Round 1 to 3.35 in Round 2. The standard deviation increased from 0.7 0.78. This 
represents a tangible decline in the success of the model being of value to Owners.  
Qualitative: 
Despite the quantitative decline reported above the comments made by the respondents generally supported the changes 
made in the revised model, particularly in relation to the recognition of need to address a multiple TOC approach in a 
manner which addressed the Owner’s requirements in relation to this matter.  This apparent conflict between the 
quantitative and qualitative feedback would appear to be paradoxical.








Round 2 Question 4 
Do you think the Revised Round 2 framework/model could be a valuable tool to NOPs in seeking to ensure the 
achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV? 
 Scale: 1 (Not at all valuable)    Scale: 5 (Highly Valuable) 
 
Responses : 10  Ave=2.40  SD=0.68 Median=2.50 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:   
The average value declined from 3.6 in Round 1 to 2.4 in Round. The standard deviation decreased from 0.8 0.62. This 
represents a significant decline in the success of the model being of value to NOPs. 
Qualitative: 
Several comments reflected the view that the model was of greater value to Owners than NOPs, The changes to the model 
were considered by some to bring clarity but confirmed it was a an Owner’s tool to others. 





Round 2 Question 5 
Do you see any particular disadvantages or difficulties with the Revised Round 2 framework/model? 
 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:   
n/a 
Qualitative: 
A number of suggestions were made regarding improvements to the redrafting of the model. Some comments suggested 
that a critical review of the revised model was hampered by the fact that only one supporting diagram had been produce at 
that time. There was, however, a consistent view that the model may be best suits to the needs of Owners with the primary 
benefit to NOPs being an understanding and appreciation of the issues that might be important to Owners. 
Round 2 Question 6 
Does the Round 2 flowchart/table for the specific stage of the project lifecycle (Procurement Strategy) adequately 
address the VfM/BV issues that need to be addressed at this stage? 
  Scale:  1 (Not at all valuable)    Scale: 5 (Highly valuable) 
Responses : 10   Ave=3.55 SD=0.79 Median=3.75 
Summary of results 
Quantitative: 
Whilst the mean value for the distribution was 3.55.the mode was 4 suggesting that there was a generally positive response 
to the question.  
Qualitative: 
The responses received were generally positive about the development of the flowchart/table for this stage of the project 
lifecycle. The structured approach was supported although comment was made that the diagram provided a series if 
reminders and prompts rather than offering any ground breaking developments. Others suggested that further detail or ‘how 
to’ guidance was required if VfM/BV was to be adequately addressed.










Round 2 Question 7 
In the responses to Round 1, there was strong agreement that there should be a process for progressively 
considering Traditional, D&C and EOI options before considering Project Alliance options (either single or multiple 
TOC) in the Procurement Strategy stage. Do you think that the Round 2 flowchart/table addresses the objective of 
arriving at the most appropriate procurement strategy? 
        Scale:  1 (The flowchart does not address the objective)       Scale: 5 (The flowchart clearly address the objective) 
Responses: 10   Ave=3.30 SD =0.98 Median =3.75 
Summary of results 
Quantitative: 
Whilst a direct comparison with the result of Question 7, Round 1 is not entirely valid, the reduction in the average and 
median scores suggests that support for a progressive procedure to select a procurement strategy was not necessarily 
assisted by the revised layout. 
Qualitative: 
Several responses questioned whether a progressive approach was necessary which is reflected in some of the lower 
scores in the distribution, although, the mode of the distribution suggested that half of the respondents strongly supported 
the proposition that the revised flowchart addressed the objective of arriving at the most appropriate procurement strategy. 
 
1 2 3 3.5 4 5
1 1 1 2
5
0
Round 2 Question 8 
The ‘head’ flowchart (Revised Round 2 framework/model) now separately addresses a multiple TOC approach as 
well as the single TOC approach. Do you think this section of the flowchart adequately addresses the distinction 
between these options? 
  Scale: 1 (The flowchart does not adequately address the distinction) Scale: 5 (The flowchart clearly addresses the distinction) 
Responses: 10  Ave=3.80 SD=0.71 Median=3.75 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:  
The Distribution has a –ve skew indicating a tendency towards a higher score with a median value of 3.75. 
Qualitative: 
Generally it was felt that the revisions to the ‘head’ flowchart regarding the multiple TOC approach were of value. However, 
some responses suggested that the distinction from a single TOC process could be clearer or that full comment was not 
possible until the ‘stage’ level flowchart had been produced. 
1 2 3 3.5 4 5
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Round 2 Question 9 
In the responses to Round 1 (Question 8), a number of comments were received regarding the lack of detail 
provided for the Readiness for Service (Design and Construct) Phase of the project lifecycle. Do you have any 
comments additional to those provided in Round 1 (view on website) regarding activities that should be adopted in 
this phase of the project lifecycle? 
Summary of results 
Quantitative: n/a  
Qualitative: 
A number of commends were received including: 
 Articulating the VFM process to be used during design and construct phases would be a good start. Readiness for 
service as a VFM gate could mean the project is ready for service but did/didn't achieve VFM? 
 How do you show/report VfM during this phase? Suggest that NOP reports on VFM during project should link 
reports to Client’s stated VFM values, i.e. just cost, innovation reports, issues avoided etc. 
 Too many times requirements are unaligned to the opportunities that an Alliance can provide. Functional briefs 
and concept designs need to be challenged early in pre commencement workshops to really tease out what is 
possible or acceptable by the client. 
 The AMT should be undertaking monthly reviews of the VfM Criteria (VfM Proposition produce by the Owner). 
Round 2 Question 10 
What other comments or suggestions do you have for improving either the Round 2 Revised Framework/model or 
the Round 2 flowchart/table? 
Summary of results 
Quantitative: n/a 
Qualitative: 
A number of comments were received including; 
 Better definition of what the project was supposed to deliver would help in defining VfM and might help to address 
the distinction between  a healthy project in VfM terms and VfM 
 Reference is made in the flowchart to ‘output based specifications. Too many clients have very prescriptive 
specifications. Alliances require a different approach to D&C contracts in this regard if innovation is to be allowed 
to develop. 
 As early as possible in the Business case development the Owner to employ specialists who can develop credible 









was preferred.   This generally acknowledged  ‘improvement’  is quantitatively  reflected  in  the  small 
increase  in  the  mean  response  from  3.2  to  3.25  for  Question  2  as  shown  on  the  table  below. 
However, when Questions 3 and 4 were raised again in Round 2 the responses indicated a lower level 
of  agreement  that  the  framework/model  could  be  a  valuable  tool  to  the  Owner  and  NOPs 
respectively, compared  to the model provided  in Round 1. The quantitative results  for Questions 3 
and 4 are shown in the table below.  
These  results  suggest  that  whilst  the  revised  model  was  seen  as  marginally  more  successful  in 
addressing  the  original  objective  of  ensuring  an  demonstrating  VfM/BV,  the  value  of  the  revised 
















2 The objective of developing the 
framework/model is to ensure the 
achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV. 
Do you think the framework/model achieves 
this objective?  
 
3.2, (0.87), 3 3.25, (0.93), 3 
3 Do you think the framework/model could be a 
valuable tool to Owners in seeking to ensure 
the achievement and demonstration of 
VfM/BV?  
 
3.9, (0.70), 4 3.35, (0.78), 3 
4 Do you think the framework/model could be a 
valuable tool to NOPs in seeking to ensure the 
achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV?  












































































Round 3 Question 2 
In both Round 1 and Round 2 the question was asked whether the framework/model could be valuable to the 
Owner in seeking to ensure the achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV (Question 3 in both rounds). Following 
the revision of the framework/model in Round 2, which was intended to clarify the content, satisfaction with the 
framework/model decreased (3.9 to 3.25).  
 
In order to further test this outcome the following question is posed - Compared with the Round 1 
framework/model, to what extent do you agree that the Revised Round 2 framework/model is more useful to 
Owners? 
 
Scale:  1 (The flowchart does not adequately address the distinction) Scale: 5 (The flowchart clearly addresses the distinction) 
Responses: 11  Ave=3.45  SD=0.81 Median=4.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:  
The distribution has a –ve skew i.e. leaning towards an improvement for Owners.   
Qualitative: 
Whilst there is general consensus that the revised framework/model represents an improvement two respondents in 
particular remain unconvinced. 





Round 3 Question 3 
In both Round 1 and Round 2 the question was asked whether the framework/model could be valuable to the NOPs 
in seeking to ensure the achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV (Question 4 in both rounds). Following the 
revision of the framework/model in Round 2, which was intended to clarify the content, satisfaction with the 
framework/model substantially decreased (3.6. to 2.4). In order to further test this outcome the following question 
is posed - Compared with the Round 1 framework/model, to what extent do you agree that the Revised Round 2 
framework/model is more useful to NOPs? 
 Scale:  1 (Strongly disagree)     Scale: 5 (Strongly agree) 
Responses: 11  Ave=3.32 SD=0.81 Median=3.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:  
The distribution is essentially symmetrical with a slight +ve skew i.e. slight leaning towards a negative response 
Qualitative: 
In contrast to the response to Round 3, Question 2 concerning the benefit to Owners, the response to this question 
suggests that whilst the revised model has some advantage it is less obvious. 









Round 3 Question 4 
The VDTF Report comments that ‘Alliance projects are often associated with uncertainty and complexity. This 
requires greater, not less, rigour in the business case to ensure that adequate anchoring, benchmarking and 
guidance is provided to the alliance team as the project progresses. As a minimum the business case should 
include the value proposition which incorporates the project objectives, agreed funding of ‘externalities’ (for 
example environmental works, stakeholder relations) and a robust cost plan. It should (barring sections subject to 
confidentiality) be made available to the alliance team’. To what extent do you agree with this statement? 
Scale:  1 (Strongly disagree)     Scale: 5 (Strongly agree) 
Responses: 11  Ave=4.55 SD=0.54  Median=5.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:  
The distribution represents a strong –ve skew i.e. a strong trend towards positive agreement to the question posed 
Qualitative: 
Some comments make the point that this question asks respondents to agree with what is almost a ‘truism’ and 
consequently any other result would have been most unexpected.
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Round 3 Question 5 
The VDTF report comments that ‘Current alliance procurement guidelines recommend selecting NOPs using 
predominately non-price criteria. This does not always reflect good government procurement practice which 
requires price to be included as a significant criterion. Whilst price competition is not appropriate in all 
circumstances, it should be required as a default position’. To what extent do you agree with this statement? 
 Scale:  1 (Strongly disagree)     Scale: 5 (Strongly agree) 
Responses: 11  Ave=2.50 SD=1.40 Median=2.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:  
Whilst the mode of the distribution represents a strong disagreement with the proposition of the question this is a very 
diverse distribution suggesting a lack of consensus. 
Qualitative: 
Of all the questions asked during this Delphi process, this question and the succeeding question regarding outstanding 
outcomes in project alliances resulted in the widest spectrum of responses with a bimodal patter emerging i.e. two camps 
emerging. One camp strongly disagreed that ‘price competition’ should be the default strategy and another agreed that is 
should be, albeit not as strongly. 
1 2 3 3.5 4 5
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Round 3 Question 6 
The VDTF Report comments that ‘Outstanding outcomes (‘paradigm shift’, ‘not been done before’) are often sought 
by Owners when selecting the alliance delivery method and they are generally a requirement in the PAA. However, 
there was little evidence that outstanding outcomes are being achieved despite significant investment in ‘high 
performance teams’. To what extent do you agree with this statement? 
 Scale:  1 (Strongly disagree)     Scale: 5 (Strongly agree) 
Responses: 11  Ave=2.36 SD=1.37 Median=2.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:  
As per Question 5 above, whilst the mode of the distribution represents a strong disagreement with the proposition of the 
question, this is a very diverse distribution suggesting a lack of consensus. 
Qualitative: 
Of all the questions asked during this Delphi process, this question and the proceeding question concerning the mandatory 
adoption of a multiple TOC approach resulted in the widest spectrum of responses with a bimodal pattern emerging i.e. two 
camps emerging. One camp strongly disagreeing that ‘outstanding outcomes’ are achieved in project alliances and another 
agreeing that there little evidence to support the proposition that such outcomes are achieved, albeit not as strongly.
1 2 3 4 5
4 3
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Round 3 Question 7 
Following the suggestion of one of your fellow research participants, would you willing to participate in a 
telephone conference hook-up with the other Delphi survey participants (to be scheduled for late January 2010) to 
further discuss the current status of the framework/model and its effectiveness in achieving and demonstrating 
VfM/BV? 
Responses: 11  Ave=1.05 SD=0.14 Median=1.00 
Summary of results 
Quantitative:  
There is a very substantial majority answering yes to this question with only one respondent expressing any doubt. 
Qualitative: 
Whilst there was a strong support to the proposition of organizing a telephone hook up with one respondent expressing 
concerns about the likelihood of achieving consensus and concerns about the loss of anonymity. Respecting that comment 
regarding anonymity which was a basic condition of approaching the experts involved and given that it took much longer to 


















































Question raised in Round 3 Score in Round 3 
mean, (σ), median 
1 Compared with Round 1 framework/model, to 
what extent do you agree that the Revised 
Round 2 model is more useful to Owners? 
 
3.45, (0.81), 4 
2 Compared with the Round 1 framework/model 
to what extent do you agree that the Revised 
Round 2 model is more useful to NOPs?  











































































































































subsequent  to  the development of  the research methodology  that was described  in Chapter 4.and 
the outcome of Phase 1 of the research as described earlier in Chapter 5. 
The primary findings from Phase 2 were; 
 The  experts  (with  some  qualifications)  also  supported  the  model  as  being  a  way  of 
summarising and formalising current best practice. 
 A number of constructive suggestion were made to improve the model and this resulted in a 







the  original  Business  Case  for  the  project,  the  advantages  and  disadvantages  of  adopting  of  a 




A number of general  findings have been developed  from  this material and are documented within 
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ALT  Alliance Leadership Team  NOP  Non Owner Participant 
AMT  Alliance Management Team  TCE  Target Cost Estimate 
AOC  Actual Out‐turn Cost  TOC  Target Out‐turn Cost 
BV  Best value  VfM  Value for Money 
ECI  Early Contractor Involvement     
EOI  Expressions of Interest     
KPA  Key Performance area     
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 The  format  of  the  model  presented  was  seen  as  being  appropriate  and  of  beneficial  in 






























































































































As  described  in  the  introduction  to  this  chapter  recommendations  have  been  divided  into  two 
sections as follows: 
Practice in alliance procurement 






substantial  differences  in  the  likely  commercial  and  performance  outcomes  between 
alliances that select NOPs based on either a ‘pure’ and ‘price competitive’ process. 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Name Position(Organisation) Organisation Contacted Interview Formsreturned Comment Time(m)
Blue1 AllianceManager(program) 























 22/7/09 12/8/09 16/9/09  75.17

AllianceRed(Watertreatmentworks)
Name Organisation Organisation Contacted Interview Formsreturned Comment Time(m)
Red1 AllianceManager 
 1/6/09 7/8/09 18/9/09  81.47
Red2 ALTMember 
 24/8/09 2/9/09  Formnotreturned. 47.24
Red3 Design/TechnologyManager OtherNOP 24/8/09 4/9/09  Formnotreturned,
Telephoneinterview
47.42
Red4 DeputyAllianceManager OtherNOP 24/8/09 4/9/09 4/9/09 Telephoneinterview 34.20
Red5 Constructionmanager 
 17/6/09 21/8/09  Formnotreturned. 50.14

AllianceGreen(Interurbanroadworks)
Name Organisation Organisation Contacted Interview Formsreturned Comment Time(m)
Green1 AllianceManager 
 1/6/09 6/7/09 13/7/09  60.59
Green2 ProjectDevelopmentManager,
AMT
Owner 1/6/09 7/7/09 29/7/09  72.23
Green3 ZoneManagerandVFMreporting
 1/6/09 6/7/09 24/7/09  56.49
Green4 DesignManager OtherNOP 1/6/09 2/7/09 19/3/10  60.02
Green5 InterfaceManager 
 1/6/09 21/7/09 4/1/10 Telephoneinterview 50.23
Green6 DesignManageruptoTOC OtherNOP 7/6/09 30/6/09 10/7/09  68.22

AlliancePurple(Damworks)
Name Organisation Organisation Contacted Interview Formsreturned Comment Time(m)
Purple1 AllianceManager 
 7/6/09 24/7/09 29/7/09  76.16
Purple2 ProjectManager,Concrete 
 7/6/09 24/7/09 29/7/09  53.02
Purple3 DesignManager OtherNOP 7/6/09 7/8/09  Formnotreturned. 59.37
Purple4 Owner’sRepresentative Owner 7/6/09 31/7/09  Formnotreturned. 57.05
Purple5 Owner’sRepresentativeLocal
Govt
Owner 17/6/09 30/7/09 22/12/09  69.06
Purple6 ALT 
 24/8/09 2/9/09  Formnotreturned. 47.24

Alliance(Publictransporinfrastructure) 
Name Organisation Organisation Contacted Interview Formsreturned Comment Time(m)
Black1 AllianceManager 
 7/6/09 13/7/09 4/12/09  65.53
Black2 VfMCoordinator 
 7/6/09 19/8/09 25/8/09  52.41
Black3 Mechanical&ElectricalManager OtherNOP 7/6/09 21/8/09 11/12/09  61.44
Black4 IntegrationManager Owner 7/6/09 7/8/09 17/8/09  45.38
Black5 ConstructionManager 
 7/6/09 21/8/09  Formnotreturned. 50.14
















1INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH PROJECT
PROJECT INFORMATION STATEMENT
Project Title: The development of a model to facilitate 
the achievement and demonstration of 
value for money in project alliances
Investigators:
o Mr. Charles MacDonald (Project Management Doctoral 
degree student) 0412 250 638
o Professor Derek Walker (Project Supervisor: Professor of 
Project Management, RMIT University, 











Tel + 61 3 9925 2230
Fax + 61 3 9925 1939
www.rmit.edu
Dear (to be completed), 
 
You are invited to participate in a research project being conducted by RMIT University with the 
cooperation and assistance of Thiess Pty Ltd. This information sheet describes the project in 
straightforward language, or ‘plain English’. Please read this sheet carefully and be confident that you 
understand its contents before deciding whether to participate.  If you have any questions about the 
project, please contact the Investigator.
Who is involved in this research project? Why is it being conducted?
o The Investigator is Charles MacDonald 	

. The 
supervisor of the research project is Derek Walker, Professor of Project Management at RMIT.  
o The research is being conducted as part of a Doctorate of Project Management Degree. 
o This project has been approved by the RMIT Human Research Ethics Committee and 

 has agreed to the investigator gaining access to details of an number of project alliances in 
which it has participated on the strict understanding that appropriate confidentiality provisions 
are adhered to.  
 
Why have you been approached?
o You have been approached as party that has been identified as a key participant in a recent project 
alliance project that Thiess has been involved in.
o Great value is placed on your comments and views on the manner in which ‘value for money 
(VfM) was addressed on that project. Additionally your comments are being sought regarding a 
model that is being developed to address VfM in future projects. 
What is the project about?
o The project is aimed at the development of a model to facilitate the achievement and demonstration 
of value for money in project alliances for infrastructure works.  
o In this first of two phases of the research, approximately 20 key parties from five project alliances 
are being contacted to seek their comments on VfM in these alliances (case studies) and the 
2applicability of a model that has been developed by the researcher to address value for money 
through the full life cycle of a project. All these project alliances involve/d 
 as the 
constructor within the alliance team. 
o  In a second stage a smaller group of people involved in other alliance projects will be asked to 
comment on the model following modifications or refinements that result from comments received 
in this first stage.  This second stage is being conducted using the ‘Delphi Method’ which involves 
the views of each participant being shared, anonymously, with the rest of the group consulted prior 
to a further round of individual comment. 
 
If I agree to participate, what will I be required to do?
o If you agree to participate in the research you will be asked a series of questions about the manner 
in which the issue of value for money was addressed within the particular alliance in which you 
were involved. These questions will seek your views on what was done well and what could have 
been better addressed. Your comments will then be sought on the merits and possible failings of a 
model that the researcher has developed which seeks to ensure that value for money occurs in 
project alliances.  Details of this model will be forwarded to you prior to the interview. 
o The questions that will be asked are expected to take no longer than 45 minutes to complete. 
Typical questions would include: 
 Please describe whether or not VfM was achieved in the (to be completed) alliance?  
 If not, why do you believe this was the case? 
 If VfM was addressed well in the alliance where do you believe that it could have been 
improved? 
 Do you believe that there were satisfactory measures and controls regarding VfM? 
 If not, please indicate why the measures that did exist were satisfactory. 
 If satisfactory measures were in place, please indicate how you feel they could have 
been improved. 
 
What are the risks or disadvantages associated with participation?
o Participation will require you to make some time available to respond. Whilst the research project 
has been designed to minimise this time it is appreciated that you are likely to be very busy and 
finding this time may be difficult 
o You may be concerned that you are being asked to reveal information or insights which you believe 
to be confidential. As is described in further detail below a number of safeguards will be 
implemented to ensure that the information that you provide will be treated confidentially and 
your identity will remain anonymous. 
 
What are the benefits associated with participation?
o The Investigator believes that VfM in project alliances is a matter that is not adequately addressed 
at present and that the construction industry as a whole (owners, constructors, designers etc.) 
would benefit greatly from a verified model that ensures and demonstrates VFM. Your 
participation would be a major contribution to this goal. 
What will happen to the information I provide?
o Your contribution to the proposed research will remain anonymous thorough the adoption of  
pseudonyms  
o Data provided will be treated confidentially and seen only by the investigator, supervisors and 
examiner. These parties will all be required to sign a confidentiality agreement. 
o At the request of 
 the thesis produced as consequence of this research will be 
embargoed for a period 3 years. This means that the thesis will not be available through the RMIT 
Library during this period. It is intended, however, that the parties participating in this research 
will be privy to the key findings and conclusions of the thesis once it is finalized.
	
   o Research data will be kept securely for a period of 5 years before being destroyed.   
3What are my rights as a participant?
Your participation in this research would be entirely voluntary and your rights would include: 
 The right to withdraw your participation at any time, without prejudice. 
 The right to have any unprocessed data withdrawn and destroyed, provided it can be reliably 
identified, and provided that so doing does not increase the risk to yourself. 
 The right to have any questions answered at any time. 
 
Whom should I contact if I have any questions?
o Please contact Charles MacDonald on 0412 250 638. 
What other issues should I be aware of before deciding whether to participate?
o The proposed research activities will be undertaken between June 2009 2008 and August 2009. 
o The first phase interviews will be held in June/July 2009. 
o The second phase ‘Delphi’ rounds will occur in September/October 2009. 
How do I confirm that I am prepared to participate? 
If you are willing to participate please forward a brief response to the email which covered this letter, 









BSc, MSc, MBA, CPEng, FIEAust, MICE, MIHT,, MIAMA, RPEQ 
Doctor of Project Management candidate 
RMIT University
Mobile 0412 250 638
Any complaints about your participation in this project may be directed to the Secretary, Portfolio Human Research Ethics 
Sub Committee, Business Portfolio, RMIT, GPO Box 2476V, Melbourne, 3001.  The telephone number is (03) 9925 5594 or



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Pre decision to adopt a Project Alliance 
procurement model
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Introduction 
This interview is part of a research project designed to develop a tool which will enable optimal VfM to be 
achieved and demonstrated in project alliances. 
The purpose of the interview is to: 
1. Gain an understanding of the practices adopted in the xxxx Alliance in relation to ensuring and 
demonstrating VfM in project alliances. 
2. Briefly outline a proposed model for formalising a standard approach to addressing VfM. 
3. Seek feedback on how the model can be developed or expanded to be a comprehensive and practical 
tool.  
The ‘face to face’ interview will be in a ‘conversational’ format and you will then be requested to answer 
a series of questions in a questionnaire format following the interview. A detailed explanation of the 
questions will be provided during the interview. An addressed and prepaid Express Post envelope is 
provided to enable you to return your responses to the Investigator. 
1. Discussion regarding VfM practices in the xxxx Alliance 
This will be a discussion based around the following questions aimed at ascertaining the manner in which VfM 
has been addressed in the xxxx  Alliance. 
Please describe whether or not you believe that VfM has been achieved in the xxxx Alliance? 
 If not, why do you believe this is the case? 
 If VfM was addressed well in the alliance what were the factors or reasons for this success? 
 What are the issues that you believe could be improved 
 
Do you believe that there were satisfactory measures and controls regarding VfM? 
 If not, please describe why the measures that id exist were not satisfactory.  
 If satisfactory measures were in place, what were the factors or reasons for this? 
 What improvements would you identify to the measures and controls adopted? 
 
2. Proposed Model 
Following an extensive review of the literature on VfM in Project Alliances and the based on the experiences of 
the researcher, a model has been created which attempts to identify the specific measures that should be put 
in place to both ensure and demonstrate VfM during each of 7 identified stages of the life cycle of a project. 
These stages are; 
 The identification of a Strategic Need. 
 The development of the Business Case for a project 
 The selection of a Procurement Strategy for the project. 
Then assuming that a project alliance procurement model is selected: 
 The Selection of the NOP’s (Non-Owner participants). 
 The process leading to the Approval of the TCE (Target Cost Estimate). 
 The design and construction phase which leads to Readiness for Service. 
 The Benefits Evaluation stage during operations and finally completion/decommissioning of the 
project. 
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These stages, which each have intermediate or sub-stages, have been selected as the primary and distinct 
episodes that occur for any project with the completion of each corresponding to the gates in the Gateway© 
review process as developed by the UK Treasury. These gates, which are often used by public sector 
organisations, provide an opportunity to review the progress of the project and check that the original 
objectives, in this case the VfM objectives, continue to be addressed in the delivery of the project. 
The model takes the form of a flowchart that was previously forwarded to you but a further copy is attached 
for ease of reference.  
Question A as attached seeks to identify whether a procedure akin to the Gateway© review process has been 
adopted in the xxxx alliance. 
Question Wording Context of the question 
A Have a comprehensive series of reviews been 
undertaken on the project at the stages 
described in an attached table? 
This question seeks to identify 
whether a procedure akin to the 
Gateway© review process has been 
adopted in the xxxx Alliance. 
 
2.  Gathering an understanding of current practice 
The specific alliance you have been involved with will have addressed VfM, at each stage of the project, in a 
manner which could range from poorly to very well. It is suggested that the sophistication of the approach 
taken will represent a level of maturity in relation to VfM for each stage of the lifecycle. Attached are 
Questions  B to G  contain as series of Capability Maturity Models (CMM’s) which describe , using a simple 
‘word picture’ five levels of maturity for each of the life cycle stages described above and illustrated in the 
flowchart in Figure 1.  
Each CMM relates to specific question that is being posed in relation to VfM being: 
Question Wording Context of the question 
B Is VfM an explicit project objective for the 
Alliance? 
These questions relate to the 
treatment of VfM within the specific 
project alliance being considered. C Are specific measures or procedures in place to 
ensure that VfM is achieved? 
D Are specific measures or procedures in place to 
ensure that VfM is demonstrated to have been 
achieved? 
E Is VfM an explicit project objective for your 
Organisation? 
These questions relate to the 
treatment of VfM within your own 
Organisation rather than the 
specific project alliance addressed in 
questions A to C above. 
F Are specific measures or procedures normally in 
place (within your Organisation) to ensure that 
VfM is achieved? 
G Are specific measures or procedures normally in 
place (within your Organisation) to ensure that 
VfM is demonstrated to have been achieved? 
 
For each question you are requested to circle the ‘word picture’ that best describes the level of maturity for 
each stage of the project lifecycle. For some individuals not all questions will be relevant. For example a 
representative from an NOP organisation may not be able to provide meaningful comment on the treatment 
of VfM during the Strategic Need phase of the particular project, in which case the response would be (n/a). 
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However, participants in the research are encouraged to answers as many questions as they feel they are able 
to. 
Additionally for Questions B, C and D you are requested respond to the question ‘was a Gateway© style review 
undertaken’ at the conclusion of each stage of the project life cycle? In some cases the answer may be 
unknown, and the response would be (?) or the project may not yet have reached that point of the project life 
cycle.  
For Questions E, F and G the question addresses whether such reviews are routinely undertaken by the 
organisation at the conclusion of each phase of the life cycle. 
3.  Further feedback on how the model can be developed.  
 Do you think that such a model would be a valuable tool to those seeking to achieve and demonstrate 
VfM? 
 Do you see any obvious disadvantages or difficulties with model? 
 The design and construct phases in the Readiness for service phase of the model is currently the least 
developed section of the model. Given that you have experience in this stage, do you have any 
particularly suggestions for specific VfM activities in this phase based on your experience on the 
specific project alliance under discussion or indeed any other project alliance? 
 Do you have any specific suggestions regarding any of the other 6 phases of the model? 
Your cooperation in this process is much appreciated. 
Charles MacDonald 












































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   






















































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   






















































































































































Appendix  List of Phase 2 Participants  
 
Expert Profile Participation 
 






Consultants       
1       
2       
3       
4       
5       
6       
71       
Total 3 3 4 
Lawyers       
1       
22       
3       
Total 1 0 0 
Owners       
13 3      
24 4      
35 5      
Total 2 2 2 
Contractors       
1       
2       
3       
4       
5       
6       
7       
8       
Total 4 5 5 
    
Grand Total 10 10 11 
       
Notes 1, 2 Consultant 7 and Lawyer 2 were unavailable for the period of the Delphi Survey but agreed to 
act as reviewers of the final findings. 
Notes 3, 4 Owners 1 and 2 had recently untaken their own research in the area of VfM and were 
particularly motivated to participate in this research exercise. 
Note 5 Owner 3 was unavailable to participate in the Delphi Survey but met with the researcher in 
December 2009 to be briefed on the results available at that time and to explain their view on 






















1INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH PROJECT
PROJECT INFORMATION STATEMENT
Project Title: The development of a model to facilitate 
the achievement and demonstration of 
value for money in project alliances
Investigators:
o Mr. Charles MacDonald (Project Management Doctoral 
degree student), macdonald@optusnet.com.au, Mob:0412 
250 638
o Professor Derek Walker (Project Supervisor: Professor of 
Project Management, RMIT University, 
derek.walker@rmit.edu.au (03) 9925 3908
Potential Participant: 











Tel + 61 3 9925 2230
Fax + 61 3 9925 1939
www.rmit.edu
18 October 2009 
Dear xxx, 
 
Further to earlier informal contact, you are invited to participate in the second and final phase of a research 
project being conducted by RMIT University with the cooperation and assistance of 
. This 
information letter describes the project in straightforward language, or ‘plain English’. Please read this letter 
carefully and be confident that you understand its contents before deciding whether to participate.  If you have 
any questions about the project, please contact the Investigator, Charles MacDonald.
Who is involved in this research project? Why is it being conducted?




o The senior supervisor of the research project is Derek Walker, Professor of Project Management at RMIT.  
o The research is being conducted as part of a Doctorate of Project Management Degree. 
 
Why have you been approached?
o You have been approached because you are considered to be an expert in the development and execution of 
project alliances.
o Great value is placed on your comments and views on the manner in which VfM can be achieved and 
demonstrated in the performance of such project alliances. 
What is the research project about?
o The research project is aimed at the development of a model/framework to facilitate the achievement and 
demonstration of VfM in project alliances for infrastructure works.  
o In the first of two phases of the research, some 27 key parties from five project alliances were interviewed 
and completed a questionnaire to seek their comments on VfM in these alliances (case studies) and the 
applicability of a preliminary model that was developed by the researcher to address VfM through the full 
life cycle of a project.  
2o In this second stage, a smaller group of approximately 16 people, all viewed as experts, are being asked to 
comment on the model following modifications and refinements that have result from comments received 
in the first stage.  This second stage will be conducted using the ‘Delphi Technique’ which involves each 
participant commenting on material which will be forwarded to them by email. The collated views of all 
the participants will then be shared, albeit anonymously, with the rest of the group in the next round of 
the process. It is currently anticipated that there will be three rounds of the process.  
o The Delphi process will be administered through a website service entitled ‘Delphi-
forecastingprinciples.com’. The Delphi Round will commence following the distribution of the VfM 
Framework and a brief tutorial on the use of the website software. 
 
If I agree to participate, what will I be required to do?
o If you agree to participate in this second stage of the research, you will be forwarded a document which 
will describe the model that has been developed during the first stage of the research and you will be asked 
to comment on the merits and possible failings of the proposed approach. The purpose of seeking comment 
individually and then sharing the collated feedback on an anonymous basis is to enable each participant to 
express their views freely and for their comments to be considered on their merits during later rounds of 
the process. It is expected that at the end of three rounds, a reasonable degree of convergence should occur 
in the position of the experts following the sharing of views as described above.  
o Your input is expected to take no longer than 30 to 45 minutes to complete for each round of the process. 
What are the risks or disadvantages associated with participation?
o Participation will require you to make some time available to respond. Whilst the research project has been 
designed to minimise this time it is appreciated that you are likely to be very busy and finding this time 
may be difficult. 
o You may be concerned that you are being asked to reveal information or express views that you would not 
wish to be attributed directly to you. A number of safeguards will be implemented to ensure that your 
identity will remain anonymous. 
What are the benefits associated with participation?
o The Investigator believes that VfM in project alliances is a matter that is not adequately addressed at 
present and that the construction industry as a whole (owners, constructors, designers etc.) would benefit 
greatly from a verified model/framework that ensures and demonstrates VfM. Your participation would be 
a major contribution to this goal. 
What will happen to the information I provide?
o Your contribution to the proposed research will remain anonymous with even the researcher being unable 
to associate comments provided with the author of the comments. 
o At the request of 
 the thesis produced as a consequence of this research will be embargoed 
for a period of 3 years. This means that the thesis will not be available through the RMIT Library during 
this period. It is intended, however, that the parties participating in this research will be privy to the 
findings and conclusions of the thesis once it is finalised. 	
o Research data will be kept securely for a period of 5 years before being destroyed.   
What are my rights as a participant?
Your participation in this research would be entirely voluntary and your rights would include: 
 The right to withdraw your participation at any time, without prejudice. 
 The right to have any unprocessed data withdrawn and destroyed, provided it can be reliably 
identified, and provided that so doing does not increase the risk to yourself. 
3 The right to have any questions answered at any time. 
Whom should I contact if I have any questions?
o Please contact Charles MacDonald on 0412 250 638 or by email, macdonald@optusnet.com.au. 
What other issues should I be aware of before deciding whether to participate?
o The first phase interviews were held in June to August 2009. 
o The second phase ‘Delphi’ rounds will occur in late October to early December 2009. 
How do I confirm that I am prepared to participate? 
It is understood that you are willing to participate in this research and you are not required to respond further 
if that remains the case. If, however, having read this letter, you wish to withdraw please forward a brief 
response to the email which accompanied this letter.  
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and I look forward to receiving your comments through the 






BSc, MSc, MBA, CPEng, FIEAust, MICE, MIHT, MIAMA, RPEQ 
Doctor of Project Management candidate  
RMIT University 
 
Mobile 0412 250 638 
Any complaints about your participation in this project may be directed to the Secretary, Portfolio Human Research Ethics Sub Committee, 
Business Portfolio, RMIT, GPO Box 2476V, Melbourne, 3001.  The telephone number is (03) 9925 5594 or email address rdu@rmit.edu.au. Details of 
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Briefing Paper for Phase 2 participants 
Dear xxx 
Introduction 
Thank you once again for agreeing to participate in this Delphi research process which addresses the 
issue of value for money (VfM) or best value (BV) in project alliances. You are one of approximately 
16 experts who have kindly agreed to participate in this exercise and I hope you will find 
involvement in the research a rewarding and even enlightening experience. 
Both those who are generally supportive of alliancing, in the single TOC or ‘pure’ form, and those 
who are doubtful about the benefit of this procurement approach use VfM as the justification for 
their argument. Those critical of this form of alliancing argue that a lack of price competition in the 
selection process removes the only real opportunity to demonstrate, objectively, that VfM has been 
achieved. Those supportive of this form of alliancing claim that the results consistently achieved by 
alliances provide ample evidence that when parties work as a team in a non-adversarial, risk sharing 
environment, outstanding outcomes can and do occur and these are considered to clearly represent 
VfM. This has been referred to as the ‘VfM paradox’.  
It is the view of the researcher that this a relatively narrow argument which somewhat misses the 
point as VfM is a much more fundamental issue that needs to be addressed throughout the whole 
lifecycle of a project and not simply or solely at the time the cost estimate is finalised. 
During the course of this research, I have developed a preference for the use of the term best value 
(BV) rather than VFM as it immediately removes the whole focus of the discussion from purely 
financial issues and acknowledges a broader context of the term value. However, for the present I 
have adopted the expression VfM/BV to emphasise this broader context. 
Purpose of the research 
The main objective of this research is to try to develop a framework or model that will facilitate the 
achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV for project alliances. The driver for this objective is the 
desire to place the issue of VfM/BV in alliances in its true context. All procurement methodologies 
need to demonstrate their worth and alliancing is no different. However, alliances have been placed 
under a huge amount of scrutiny regarding their ability to deliver VfM/BV. I believe it is now time to 
firmly establish a systematic methodology which will allow all participants in a particular 
procurement process to readily identify whether alliancing represents the best option and then 
adequately demonstrates VfM/BV to a no lesser standard that applies to other procurement 
options. Once this has been achieved the industry might then be able to ‘move on’ in the knowledge 
that this important issue is satisfactorily addressed and the collective energies of the industry can 
then be re-focussed on other, perhaps more challenging issues that continue to exist in the delivery 
of successful projects.  
The broader context of value 
VfM/BV in projects is a multi-dimensional concept. Not only are project values divided between 
financial and non-financial utilities, they also have temporal context i.e. as a project progresses 
through its lifecycle the values that are critical at that time will change as new participants influence 
the collective judgement of the project team. The sequence of changing values transitions from 
corporate to business, feasibility, design, construction, commissioning to operational values and is 
sometimes referred to as the ‘project value chain’. Each value transition should be adding value for 
the Owner until the complete project forms an asset for the Owner’s organisation that meets a 
corporate need.   
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The choice of procurement route is a strategic decision made by the owner and/or advisors that has 
a fundamental impact on delivering best value and has the capacity to either hinder or enhance the 
transfer of value through the procurement process. Procurement approaches which involve the 
project participants at the earliest possible stage and establish a fully integrated team, such as a 
project alliance, are arguably best able to ensure that a ‘value thread’  is preserved through the 
procurement lifecycle to deliver the best value outcome.  
 
Overview of the VfM/BV framework/model as developed to date 
As I described in the formal invitation letter sent earlier, this exercise is the second of two stages of 
my research. During the first phase I interviewed some 27 parties involved in alliance projects to 
seek their comments on a preliminary framework/model that I had developed to address VFM/BV in 
project alliances.  
This framework/model, as developed to this point, does not necessarily represent a ‘breakthrough’ 
document which provides some form of ‘silver bullet’ that addresses the VfM/BV question in a 
totally new light – sorry to dash your hopes there! On the contrary, the framework seeks to gather 
together a whole series of different initiatives that have taken place in recent years in the 
procurement field, both traditional and relationship based, and integrates them into a ‘timeline’ or 
‘roadmap’ which traces the development of a project through the chronology or life-cycle that all 
projects experience. The framework, which beyond the procurement strategy phase is specific to 
project alliances, recommends a series of actions that should be followed to best ensure: 
 That the need for a given project is clearly and firmly established 
 The values that are important for the project are identified at an early stage of the project 
lifecycle 
 That the best procurement method is chosen for a given project 
 That reviews are taken at the end of each stage of the lifecycle (VfM Gates) to critically 
examine whether VfM/BV is being truly considered/addressed as the project proceeds. 
The VfM/BV framework/model, which is attached as a separate file entitled ‘Flowchart for 
Procurement Model Phase 2 RevC.PDF’, presents the project lifecycle in a flowchart format. The 
lifecycle is divided into seven stages which run from the ‘Strategic Need for Project’ through to 
‘Benefits Evaluation’. For the first three stages of the lifecycle the flowchart attempts to document 
the various processes which apply to any project. The subsequent four stages have been customised 
to specifically address the characteristics of a project alliance.  
As described earlier, recent initiatives in the project procurement literature have been incorporated 
in the framework/model including: 
 The UK Treasury, Office of Government Commerce (OGC), Procurement Guide – Project 
Procurement Lifecycle. 
 The Gateway© Review process approach originally developed by the UK Treasury (OGC) and 
subsequently adopted by the Commonwealth and most State Governments in Australia.  
 The VfM initiatives described in the Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance, Project 
Alliancing Practitioners’ Guide. 
The flowchart identifies a number of measures (coloured red) which are considered to be critical to 
delivering and demonstrating VfM/BV and also describes a series of VfM Gates which correspond to 
the Gates mandated in the Gateway© Review process. A further document being a table, also 
attached as a separate file entitled ‘VfM/BV Gate Review Matrix Rev C.PDF’, describes the VfM 
Gates in more detail and identifies the specific VfM/BV issues that should be addressed in a formal 
review at the end of each stage of the project lifecycle. 
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These attachments are both single page documents that contain a lot of detail and need to be 
printed out on A3 size paper in colour in order to be legible. Please note that the stages of the 
project lifecycle follow the same colour coding in both documents. 
The Delphi Process – What will happen, timeframes and what you need to do 
In this second stage of this research program, as one of a group of experts you are being asked to 
comment on the model following modifications and refinements that have result from comments 
received in the first stage.  This second stage will be conducted using the ‘Delphi Technique’ which 
involves each participant responding to questions which are being posed based on the 
framework/model which is attached to this briefing paper. These comments will be sought and 
received through the web-based service  ‘Delphi-forecastingprinciples.com’  which will communicate 
with you to forward the questions, inform you of the times for responses and other administrative 
details. This will also be the medium through which responses are submitted. Once each of the three 
rounds of the research is completed the collated views of all the participants will then be shared, 
albeit anonymously, with the rest of the group in the next round of the process.  
 
The program for the three rounds of the process is shown in the table below: 
 
 Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 













This represents a relatively ‘fast track’ timetable for a Delphi Process which would typically be 
undertaken over a number of months. However, I am conscious that you are very busy and that 
there is a limited ‘window of time’ available to obtain your active participation. 
It is important that your responses are received by the end date of each round so that they can be 
included in the collated response document which will inform the next round of questions. 
The first round will be used to ensure that the framework/model is clear to you, as a means of 
seeking initial comment and testing the web-based communication process. The subsequent rounds 
will pose more detailed questions which will be informed by the feedback/responses received during 
Round 1. 
Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance research 
As you will be aware, the VFM debate regarding alliances has been running for some years and has 
become particularly topical since the Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance (VDTF) recently 
commissioned a detailed benchmarking study into project alliances with a particular focus on the 
delivery of VfM. The final report of this study has coincidentally been released today. Given that the 
report’s findings are expected to be highly relevant to this research, I will prepare a brief summary of 
these findings and will forward this to further inform your comments during this Delphi process. The 
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Your commitment to participate in this process is greatly appreciated and I look forward to receiving 
your responses through the web-based communication process. However, if you would like to clarify 
the content of this briefing paper or the attached documents I would be happy to respond either by 
email or phone. 
A tutorial (Delphi software user guide) regarding the use of the Delphi website is available by 
following the following URL;  
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=9&Itemid=9 
This tutorial, which is a series of PowerPoint slides, relates to a sample survey concerning the 
Amtrack rail system and the questions discussed are primarily quantitative. The questions that I wish 
to pose will be text based and largely qualitative in nature. 
You will receive an email from the Delphi website shortly indicating that Round 1 has commenced. 
Please note the Round 1 will commence on Monday 2 November and close on Friday 13 November 
2009. 
Attachments (Print A3 size, colour) 
 ‘Flowchart for Procurement Model Phase 2 RevC.PDF’  
 ‘VfM/BV Gate Review Matrix Rev C.PDF’ 
 
Thank you once again for your valuable input to this research 
Charles MacDonald 
General Manager Construction 
BrisConnections Pty Ltd 
RMIT Student No. 3037138 
macdonald@optusnet.com.au 
0412 250 638 
 
2 November 2009 
 
 
Tip: The Delphi website has little or no text editing functionality. You may wish to prepare your 
responses to questions in Word and then post them into the website form. This is the way the 
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VfM Delphi Survey, Phase 2, Round 1 Questions 
 
1. You should have received an email from the researcher (Charles MacDonald) with the 
following attachments: 
 a briefing paper which describes the research and the details of your participation,  
 the VfM/BV framework/model in the form of a flowchart and  
 a table associated with the framework/model which describes the issues to be 
addressed at each VfM/BV Gate.  
If you have not received this email, or if you have any queries following receipt of this 
material please contact Charles MacDonald by email or phone 
(macdonald@optusnet.com.au or 0412 250 638) – Text only 
 
2. The objective of developing the framework/model is to ensure the achievement and 
demonstration of VfM/BV. Do you think the framework/model achieves this objective? - 
Scaled question plus room for comment 
 
3. Do you think the framework/model could be a valuable tool to Owners in seeking to ensure 
the achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV? - Scaled question plus room for comment 
 
4. Do you think the framework/model could be a valuable tool to NOP’s in seeking to ensure 
the achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV? - Scaled question plus room for comment 
 
5. Do you see any particular disadvantages or difficulties with the framework/model? 
 
6. The table identifies specific VfM/BV issues that should be addressed at the end of each stage 
of the project lifecycle. Do you have any comments regarding the issues listed e.g. are any 
inappropriate or have any important issues been overlooked? 
 
7. In the Procurement Strategy Phase of the model it is proposed that a detailed review of 
procurement options is undertaken progressively considering Traditional, D&C and EOI 
options before considering Project Alliance options, either single or multiple TOC.                  
The purpose of this particular activity is to clearly establish that a project alliance is the best 
procurement option to deliver VfM/BV for a particular project. Do you agree that this 
process of elimination would assist in arriving at the most appropriate procurement 
strategy?  Scale 
 
8. The Readiness for Service (Design and Construct) Phase of the project lifecycle currently 
contains two activities: 1) the progressive preparation of a VfM/BV Report and 2) the 
continuous review of KPA’s/KPI’s.  What specific comments do you have on the contents of 
these activities and are there other activities that should be adopted in this phase of the 
project lifecycle? 
 
9. What comments do you have regarding the measures identified in the other 5 stages of the 
Project Lifecycle (Strategic Need for the Project,  Business Case, Selection of NOP’s, TCE 
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Briefing Paper for Delphi Survey participants 
Dear Colleague, 
Introduction 
Firstly, thank you to all those who responded to Round 1. I appreciate that others may not have 
been able to find the time to respond but hope you will be able to participate in the subsequent 
rounds. 
 
The times available for each round are relatively short, at less than two weeks, but I am reluctant to 
extend the periods as I am conscious that participants only have a limited amount of time available 
for the whole process which I expect to run over three rounds and last six weeks from start to finish. 
 
By now the results of Round 1 can be viewed on the website with responses aggregated for each 
question. The round closed off at 6.00pm (Brisbane time) on Sunday 15 November 2009. This was 
earlier than I planned, even though the deadline was extended, as I accidentally terminated the 
round on the website at that time. Consequently, it is possible that some people may have been 
unable to submit their response on Sunday evening. If that is the case, I apologise and confirm that I 
would be happy to receive any Round 1 comments by email (macdonald@optusnet.com.au). 
 
The full details of the responses received in Round 1 can be viewed on the website. However, I have 
listed below some of the key points that were made. 
 
Results of Round 1 
The comments received during Round 1 contain some very detailed feedback which will be carefully 
considered in attempting to further develop the VfM/BV Model/framework. However, the main 
thrust of these comments is summarised as follows: 
  
Quantitative results: 
Table 1 below presents the results that were obtained to the questions that sought a quantitative 
(scaled) response. 
 
Qualitative comments:  
 A number of people made that point that the model largely summarised information from 
existing sources but did not necessarily provide a new approach to the assessment of 
VfM/BV. This was acknowledged in the original briefing paper. However, it is hoped that as a 
consequence of this current process additional insights will be gained which will promote 
‘new thinking’.  
 It was acknowledged that the model did aggregate a number of approaches in a systematic 
way that had not been done before and that this was seen as a useful step. 
 There was a view that the model was rather complex and included too many measures, 
although others felt that that a number of elements were missing and/or needed to be 
expanded. 
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No. Question mean  Researchers Comments 
2 The objective of developing the 
framework/model is to ensure the 
achievement and demonstration of 
VfM/BV. Do you think the 
framework/model achieves this objective? 
 
3.22 0.92 A result which suggest that the model, 
at this stage, is not seen to be strongly 
addressing the objective although it did 
provide a useful checklist of matters 
that need to be reviewed. 
 
3 Do you think the framework/model could 
be a valuable tool to Owners in seeking to 
ensure the achievement and demonstration 
of VfM/BV? 
 
3.78 0.63 The model was seen as being of use to 
both Owners and NOP’s. The 
comments suggested that the model 
was of more use to Owners than NOP’s 
but the statistics, based on a small 
sample, suggest there is little real 
difference. 
4 Do you think the framework/model could 
be a valuable tool to NOP’s in seeking to 
ensure the achievement and demonstration 
of VfM/BV?  
 
3.56 0.83 
7 In the Procurement Strategy Phase of the 
model it is proposed that a detailed review 
of procurement options is undertaken 
progressively considering Traditional, D&C 
and EOI options before considering Project 
Alliance options, either single or multiple 
TOC. The purpose of this particular activity 
is to clearly establish that a project alliance 
is the best procurement option to deliver 
VfM/BV for a particular project. Do you 
agree that this process of elimination would 
assist in arriving at the most appropriate 
procurement strategy?  
 
4.11 0.74 A strong response that indicates that 
the respondents considered that such 
a process of elimination has merit. 
Table 1.  Quantitative results from Round 1 
 
 The suggestion was made that there was rather too much information on a single flowchart 
and accompanying table and that a simpler framework/model with back-up pages conveying 
the detail for each of the seven stages of the project lifecycle, would be easier to digest. 
 It was suggested that the framework/model did not really address the multiple TOC process 
and that it should be amended to do so. 
 It was also suggested that the framework/model was ‘loaded’ towards the early stages of 
the project lifecycle and as a consequence might be of more value e to Owners rather than 
NOP’s (a statement not necessarily supported by the statistics shown in Table 1 above.) 
 There was a very clear view, as confirmed in the answer to Question 7 (see Table 1 above), 
that the adoption of a process for the progressive elimination of procurement approaches in 
the Procurement Strategy phase of the project lifecycle would be of assistance in 
demonstrating that other procurement approaches had been adequately considered before 
an alliance was contemplated. If the alliance is not consciously selected as the best approach 
to address the values required from the project at this early stage, it will be very difficult to 
demonstrate that the alliance is subsequently delivering VfM/BV. 
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 A number of respondents felt that the Design and Construction phase of the 
framework/model needed further development and that documentation of VfM/BV at this 
stage remained a key issue. 
 
Changes made to the framework/ model 
Further to these comments the following changes have been made to the framework/model: 
 
 Rather than presenting the full detail of the framework/model on one flowchart, I have now 
removed all the VfM/BV measures from the main for ‘head’ flowchart and transferred these 
details to separate flowchart/tables that relate to each of the seven stages of the lifecycle. 
This will hopefully make it easier to follow the logic of the model and minimise any 
confusion that may be resulting from the apparent complexity of the framework/model. 
Later I hope to add an automatic link that will provide direct access to the flowchart/tables 
associated with each lifecycle stage. However, this is just a convenience and it is more 
important that the respective content of the flowchart/tables is appropriate and achieves 
the original objective of ensuring and demonstrating VfM//BV. 
 
 The lifecycle flowchart/tables will also include the VfM/BV Gate issues that were previously 
detailed in the ‘VfM/BV Reviews Table’ that was attached to the original framework/model 
in Round 1. These lifecycle flowcharts will take a little time to develop. However, a flowchart 
for the ‘Procurement Strategy’ stage of the lifecycle has been developed as a prototype and 
is attached to this paper. 
 
 The ‘head’ framework/model has been amended to provide a clear distinction between the 
single and multiple TOC processes. 
 
 The lifecycle flowchart/tables are intended to provide more useful benchmarks which will 
assist in demonstrating that VfM has been achieved at each stage of the project lifecycle. 
As in Round 1, the attachments contain a good deal of detail and need to be printed out on A3 size 
paper, in colour, in order to be legible.  
The Delphi Process – What happens now and what you need to do 
As advised in the briefing paper circulated prior to the commencement of Round 1, the ‘Delphi 
Process’ involves each participant responding to questions which, for Round 2, will be based on the 
revised framework/model which is attached to this briefing paper. These responses will be sought 
and received through the web-based service  ‘Delphi-forecastingprinciples.com’  which will 
communicate with you to forward the questions, inform you of the times for responses and other 
administrative details. This will also be the medium through which responses are submitted. The 
collated views of all the participants for Round 1 are now shared, albeit anonymously, with the rest 
of the group and the results of the subsequent rounds will be added as the survey proceeds. 
 
The program for the three rounds of the process is shown in the table below: 
 Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 






End Date Friday 13 (later 








 Now complete   
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It is important that your responses are received by the end date of each round so that they can be 
included in the collated response document which will inform the next round of questions.  
Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance research 
As described previously, a brief paper summarising the key conclusions of the research into delivery 
of VfM as recently completed by the Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance (VDTF) recently 




Your commitment to participate in this process is greatly appreciated and I look forward to receiving 
your responses through the web-based communication process. However, if you would like to clarify 
the content of this second briefing paper or the attached documents I would be happy to respond 
either by email or phone. 
You will receive an email from the Delphi website shortly indicating that Round 2 has commenced. 
Please note the Round 2 will commence on Tuesday 17 November and close on Saturday 28 
November 2009 (noon). 
Attachments (Print A3 size, colour) 
 ‘Procurement Framework Model_Delphi, Round 2.pdf’  
 ‘Round 2 Flowchart Table_Procurement Strategy.pdf’ 
Thank you once again for your valuable input to this research 
Charles MacDonald 
General Manager Construction 
BrisConnections Pty Ltd 
RMIT Student No. 3037138 
macdonald@optusnet.com.au 
0412 250 638 
 
16 November 2009 
Tip: The Delphi website has little or no text editing functionality. You may wish to prepare your 
responses to questions in Word and then post them into the website form. This is the way the 
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VfM Delphi Survey, Phase 2, Round 2 Questions 
 
1. You should have received an email from the researcher (Charles MacDonald) with the 
following attachments: 
 a new briefing paper (dated 16 November 2009) which describes the results of Round 1 
and the changes that have been made  to the VFM/BV framework/model to address a 
number of the comments that were made 
 Revised Round 2 framework/model  - this is described in the briefing paper as the ‘head’ 
flowchart. This is now a much simplified flowchart which outlines the structure of 
framework/model and removes the detail of VfM/BV measures to supplementary 
flowchart/tables for each stage of the lifecycle.   
 Round 2 flowchart/table – this describes VfM/BV considerations for the Procurement 
Strategy stage of the project lifecycle. Similar flowchart/tables will later be produced for 
each stage of the project lifecycle 
Questions 2, 3, 4 and 5 are a repeat of the questions posed in Round 1. They are being asked 
again to measure the extent to which the revised model ensures the achievement and 
demonstration of VfM/BV. 
If you have not received this email, or if you have any queries following receipt of this 
material please contact Charles MacDonald by email or phone 
(macdonald@optusnet.com.au or 0412 250 638)  
This ‘Question 1’is not a real question and no response is required– Text only 
 
2. The objective of developing the framework/model is to ensure the achievement and 
demonstration of VfM/BV. Do you think the Revised Round 2 framework/model achieves this 
objective? - Scaled question plus room for comment 
 
3. Do you think the Revised Round 2 framework/model could be a valuable tool to Owners in 
seeking to ensure the achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV? - Scaled question plus 
room for comment 
 
4. Do you think the Revised Round 2 framework/model could be a valuable tool to NOP’s in 
seeking to ensure the achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV? - Scaled question plus 
room for comment 
 
5. Do you see any particular disadvantages or difficulties with the Revised Round 2 
framework/model?  
 
6. Does the Round 2 flowchart/table for the specific stage of the project lifecycle (Procurement 
Strategy) adequately address the VfM/BV issues that need to be addressed at this stage? 
Scaled question plus room for comment 
 
7. In the responses to Round 1, there was strong agreement that there should be a process for 
progressively considering Traditional, D&C and EOI options before considering Project 
Alliance options (either single or multiple TOC) in the Procurement Strategy stage. Do you 
think that the Round 2 flowchart/table achieves the objective of arriving at the most 
appropriate procurement strategy?  Scale 
 
8. The ‘head’ flowchart (Revised Round 2 framework/model ) now separately addresses a 
multiple TOC approach as well as the single TOC approach.  Do you think this section of the 
flowchart adequately addresses the distinction between these options? Scaled question plus 
room for comment 
 
9. In the responses to Round 1 (Question 8), a number of comments were received regarding 
the lack of detail provided for the Readiness for Service (Design and Construct) Phase of the 
project lifecycle. Do you have any comments additional to those provided in Round 1 (view 
on website) regarding activities that should be adopted in this phase of the project lifecycle? 
 
10. What other comments or suggestions do you have for improving either the Round 2 Revised 
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Briefing Paper for Delphi Survey participants 
Dear Colleague, 
Introduction 
Firstly, thank you for responding to one or both of the earlier rounds. I have received some very 
useful and constructive feedback and this has been most helpful in advancing my thought and ideas 
on the proposed framework/model.  
 
I closed off Round 2 at midnight on Saturday 28 November 2009 and I believe that I now need to 
spend some further time to reflect on the detailed content of the responses from both rounds in 
finalising the framework /model.  However, I would still like to complete a Round 3 to ‘close out’ this 
Delphi survey process. As promised earlier this week this final Round will be relatively short and take 
less time to consider and complete than the previous two rounds.  
 
By connecting to the Delphi website and selecting each of the two rounds to date it is possible to 
view the full details of the responses received in Rounds 1 and 2 and you may find it interesting to 
do this. However, in order to enable you to more easily learn what was said in Round 2, I have listed 
below some of the key points that were made by those who responded. 
 
Results of Round 2 
 
Quantitative results: 
Further to some comments in Round 1 that the flowchart was too busy and rather hard to follow, I 
changed the format to have a ‘master flowchart’ and separate flowcharts for each stage of the life 
cycle. Based on the qualitative comments on this revision, most respondents appeared to find this 
useful although one respondent specifically indicated that the original format was preferred.  This 
generally acknowledged ‘improvement’ is quantitatively reflected in the small increase in the mean 
from 3.2 to 3.25 for Question 2 as shown on the table below. However, when Questions 3 and 4 
were raised again in Round 2 the responses indicated a lower level of agreement that the 
framework/model could be a valuable tool to the Owner and NOPs respectively, compared to the 
model provided in Round 1. Again, the quantitative results for Questions 3 and 4 are shown in the 
table below.  
These results suggest that whilst the revised model was seen as marginally more successful in 
addressing the original objective of ensuring an demonstrating VfM/BV, the value of the revised 
model was seen as somewhat less to Owners and significantly less for NOP’s.  I find this feedback a 
little confusing and consequently in Round 3 I am asking some further questions to clarify whether 
the separation of the revision of the framework/model is perceived to be an advantage or 
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Question no. Question raised in Round 1 and Round 2 Score in Round 1 
mean, (), median 
Score in Round 2 
mean, (), median 
2 The objective of developing the framework/model is 
to ensure the achievement and demonstration of 
VfM/BV. Do you think the framework/model 
achieves this objective? 
 
3.2, (0.87), 3 3.25, (0.93), 3 
3 Do you think the framework/model could be a 
valuable tool to Owners in seeking to ensure the 
achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV? 
 
3.9, (0.70), 4 3.35, (0.78), 3 
4 Do you think the framework/model could be a 
valuable tool to NOP’s in seeking to ensure the 
achievement and demonstration of VfM/BV? 
3.6, (0.80), 4 2.4, (0.62), 2.5 
 
Qualitative comments (researcher’s responses):  
 A comment was made that only one of the ‘supplementary’ flowcharts addressing the 
particular stages of the life cycle had been included in the revised framework/model 
presented in Round 2 and this made it difficult to evaluate the overall framework.  This point 
is acknowledged and further supplementary flowcharts are now being developed.  
 As commented upon in Round 1 a view was expressed by some respondents that whilst the 
framework/model presented current practice in a systematic manner that might not have 
been done before, it did not take ‘a new step forward’ at this point. As noted at the end of 
Round 1 , by careful consideration of the valuable comments some new insights may emerge. 
 It was suggested by several respondents that the framework/model was a tool that would 
be of greater value to Owners’ than NOP’s and this is perhaps reflected to a degree in the 
responses to Questions 3 and 4. It was noted, however, that the framework/model might 
enhance NOPs’ understanding of the issues that an Owner faces in contemplating a project 
alliance. Noted 
 The specific identification of a separate route for multiple TOC alliances was seen to be 
positive step although the view was expressed that the steps identified were too similar to 
the single TOC route. This comment is accepted and this issue will be further developed. 
 The comment was made that flow of the ‘supplementary’ flowcharts should run in the same 
direction as the ‘master flowchart’. This will be revised. 
 Some comments were made regarding measures that could be adopted during the Design 
and Construction phase of a project but this phase continues to be ‘lightly populated’ in 
terms of specific VFM/BV initiatives. It is intended to make some specific suggestions 
regarding form and content of regular VfM/BV reporting during this phase. 
 
Changes made to the framework/ model 
No specific changes to the model are being suggested in Round 3 of the process, although, as 
described above, further changes are likely to be made following a more comprehensive review of 
the detailed feedback from both Rounds 1 and 2.  
Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance research 
As described in earlier brief papers the Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance (VDTF) 
recently commissioned a detailed study into VfM in Project Alliances The full version of the VDTF 
Report can be accessed via the following link: 
www.dtf.vic.gov.au/project-alliancing 
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I have listed the ‘key findings’ from this study in Appendix 1 to this briefing paper. I will be posing 
some questions in Round 3 which relate to some of these key findings and whilst it is not necessary 
for you read either the full VDTF report or these key findings to answer these questions, you may 
find the contents of the appendix of interest if you are not already aware of the findings from this 
study.  
The Delphi Process – What happens now and what you need to do 
As advised in previous rounds the ‘Delphi Process’ involves each participant responding to questions 
which, for Round 3, will be based on the revised framework/model which is attached to this briefing 
paper. These responses will be sought and received through the web-based service  ‘Delphi-
forecastingprinciples.com’  which will communicate with you to forward the questions, inform you 
of the times for responses and other administrative details. This will also be the medium through 
which responses are submitted. The collated views of all the participants for Rounds 1 and 2 are now 
shared, albeit anonymously, with the rest of the group, on the website.  
 
The program for the three rounds of the process is shown in the table below: 
 
 Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 




Friday 4  December 
2009 
End Date Friday 13 (later 





Sunday 13  
(December 2009 
(noon) 
 Now complete Now complete  
 
As explained earlier, Round 3 is commencing a little later than I indicated in the original programme 
for the whole exercise. Whilst being very conscious of how busy people are generally and 
particularly at this time of year I believe it is important that the conclusion of the process does not 
extend beyond the timeframe participants originally agreed to. Consequently, I propose to conclude 
on Sunday 13 December 2009 which means that the period for comment is somewhat 
foreshortened.  
Conclusion 
Your commitment to participate in this process is greatly appreciated and I look forward to receiving 
your responses through the web-based communication process. However, if you would like to clarify 
the content of this second briefing paper or the attached documents I would be happy to respond 
either by email or phone. 
You will receive an email from the Delphi website shortly indicating that Round 2 has commenced. 
Please note the Round 2 will commence on Friday 4 December 2009 and close on Sunday 13 
December 2009. 
Attachments - none 
Thank you once again for your very valuable input to this research 
Charles MacDonald 
General Manager Construction 
BrisConnections Pty Ltd 
RMIT Student No. 3037138 
macdonald@optusnet.com.au 
0412 250 638 
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4 December 2009 
Appendix 1. - Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance (VDTFV), ‘In 
Pursuit of Additional Value’ – Key Findings 
Key finding 1: Business case – Defining the project’s VfM proposition 
Business cases often did not clearly define the project VfM proposition to the rigour required for investment 
decision making. 









	#ult’ to alliancing using 







Key finding 2: Procurement strategy – Owner’s rationale for selecting the 
alliance delivery method 
Having considered project specific requirements, the primary reasons for selecting the alliance delivery 




In general, Owner’s specifically used alliancing and the non-price competitive selection approach to attract key 
resources and capabilities to a project in a buoyant construction market. 
 
Key finding 3: Selecting the NOPs – Non-price and price competition 
Non-price competition 




available to the project or left prematurely. 
Price competition 
Noting that the number of price competition approaches examined in this Study was limited to two case 
studies (consistent with current industry practice), it was found that when price competition was used to 
select NOPs: 
" 





order of 2% of TOC) than when non-price selection (single TOC) was used 
"
J-10% (of TOC) less, relative to non-price competition on the 
basis that the following items were lower (in aggregate and individually) when using price competition: 
X On-site overhead costs. 
X Design costs. 
X TOC development costs. 
X NOP profit margins. 
Owners on all alliances in the Study advised that good relationships had developed and that the participants 
worked well together as effective teams. No discernible difference was found between alliances that used 
price competition and non-price competition. 
It was also found that generally NOPs have a strong preference for alliancing over other traditional delivery 
methods. Additionally, NOPs have a strong preference for non-price selection approach over price selection 
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approach. 
Key finding 4: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Commencement of 
physical work 
Often physical works commenced prior to finalising the commercial arrangements with the NOPs. 
 
Key finding 5: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Business case cost 
compared to initial TOC 
In general the agreed (initial) TOC was higher than the business case cost estimate. 
The average increase was of the order of 35-45%. 
 
Key finding 6: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Project Alliance 
Agreement (PAA) 
A variety of terms and conditions were employed by the various Owners in the PAA. 
In particular: 
<>[\		]
, often variable as a 

















Key finding 7: Agreeing the commercial arrangements – Outstanding 
Outcomes 
Generally it is a requirement expressed in the PAA that the parties commit to achieving outstanding (game 
breaking) outcomes. 
The commercial arrangements generally provide financial incentives for NOPs (incentivised Key Result Area 
(KRAs)) to achieve outstanding (game breaking) outcomes. 
It was also noted that estimated costs associated with pursuing outstanding (game 
breaking) outcomes are often included in the TOC. 
 
Key finding 8: Project delivery – Non-price objectives 
In general, Owner representatives (regardless of approach to selecting NOPs) rated their alliance’s 
performance in all areas of non-price objectives as above expectations or game breaking. The areas of non-














Key finding 9: Project delivery – Owner resources 
The number of Owner resources provided to the alliances varied. 
There was no clear correlation between the number of Owner resources and enhanced VfM. 
It was noted that active senior level participation by the Owner provided clear direction and support to the 
alliance. 
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Key finding 10: Project delivery – Early commencement of physical work and 
project completion 
The project’s physical works were able to be commenced many months in advance of what would have been 
possible using traditional delivery methods (as noted elsewhere) leading to a commensurate earlier 
completion date. 
The majority of projects met the Owners’ target completion dates as set out in the 
business case. 
 
Key finding 11: Project delivery – No disputes 
There were no indications of any disputes between the Owner and the NOPs that needed to be resolved 
outside the alliance. 
 
Key finding 12: Project delivery – Outstanding outcomes (game breaking) 
There was little indication that outstanding outcomes (game breaking / breakthrough) were being achieved 
within the definitions in use in this Study (‘paradigm shift’, ‘not been done before’). 
This finding significantly differs with the self-evaluation of both NOPs and Owner 
representatives within the alliances who considered that their own alliances achieved outstanding outcomes. 
 
Key finding 13: Project delivery – Adjustments to agreed TOC 
In general there was an increase from agreed (initial) TOC to adjusted (final) TOC. The average increase was of 
the order of 5-10%. 
 
Key finding 14: Project delivery – Adjusted TOC and AOC 

























VfM Delphi Survey, Phase 2, Round 3 Questions 
 
1. You should by now have received an email from the researcher (Charles MacDonald) with 
the following attachment: 
A new briefing paper (date 4 December2009) which describes the results of Round 2 and 
describes the nature of the questions that will be posed in this Round 3 of the Delphi 
Process. This paper contains an appendix which lists the ‘conclusions‘ from the research 
report recently issued by the Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance entitled ‘ In 
Pursuit of Additional Value’.  
If you have not received this email, or if you have any queries following receipt of this 
material please contact Charles MacDonald by email or phone 
(macdonald@optusnet.com.au or 0412 250 638)  
This is not a question and no response is required– Text only 
 
2. In both Round 1 and Round 2 the question was asked whether the framework/model could 
be valuable to the Owner in seeking to ensure the achievement and demonstration of 
VfM/BV (Question 3 in both rounds). Following the revision of the framework/model in 
Round 2, which was intended to clarify the content, satisfaction with the framework/model 
decreased (3.9 to 3.25).   In order to further test this outcome the following question is 
posed - Compared with the Round 1 framework/model, to what extent do you agree that 
the Revised Round 2 framework/model is more useful to Owners? - Scaled question plus 
room for comment 
 
3. In both Round 1 and Round 2 the question was asked whether the framework/model could 
be valuable to the NOPs in seeking to ensure the achievement and demonstration of 
VfM/BV (Question 4 in both rounds). Following the revision of the framework/model in 
Round 2, which was intended to clarify the content, satisfaction with the framework/model 
substantially decreased (3.6. to 2.4).   In order to further test this outcome the following 
question is posed - Compared with the Round 1 framework/model, to what extent do you 
agree that the Revised Round 2 framework/model is more useful to NOPs? - Scaled question 
plus room for comment 
 
4. The VDTF Report comments that ‘Alliance projects are often associated with uncertainty and 
complexity. This requires greater, not less, rigour in the business case to ensure that 
adequate anchoring, benchmarking and guidance is provided to the alliance team as the 
project progresses. As a minimum the business case should include the value proposition 
which incorporates the project objectives, agreed funding of ‘externalities’ (for example 
environmental works, stakeholder relations) and a robust cost plan. It should (barring 
sections subject to confidentiality) be made available to the alliance team’. To what extent 
do you agree with this statement? Scaled 
 
 
5. The VDTF report comments that ‘Current alliance procurement guidelines recommend 
selecting NOPs using predominately non-price criteria. This does not always reflect good 
government procurement practice which requires price to be included as a significant 
criterion. Whilst price competition is not appropriate in all circumstances, it should be 
required as a default position’. To what extent do you agree with this statement? Scaled 
 
6. The VDTF Report comments that ‘Outstanding outcomes (‘paradigm shift’, ‘not been done 
before’) are often sought by Owners when selecting the alliance delivery method and they 
are generally a requirement in the PAA. However, there was little evidence that outstanding 
outcomes are being achieved despite significant investment in ‘high performance teams’. To 
what extent do you agree with this statement? 
 
7. Following the suggestion of one of your fellow research participants, would you willing to 
participate in a telephone conference hook-up with the other Delphi survey participants (to 
be scheduled for late January 2010) to further discuss the current status of the 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
AppendixE.3Round3–ConsolidatedResponses


 
thereneedstobeanassessmentofthatteaminrelationtohowtheydevelopedandworkedtogetherforthealliance
contract(e.g.:forming,storming,norming,performing).Thiscanthenberelatedtothehigherprojectoutcomes.E.g.:the
teamworkedverywelltogetherandachievedprojectoutcomesunderverydifficultconditions.Orsomethingtothiseffect
ofrelatinghowthepeopleintheteamaffectedtheoutcomes.

Expert#6:
Rating1
Thereportdoesnotstatetheacademicbasisforthisassessment.Clearlyaftertheeventitisdifficulttorecogniseparadigm
shifts,asonceshifted,allhasshifted.Inmanywaysthisrealissuewas"didtheoutcomeseemunachievableatthestart?
andwasiteventuallyachieved"?Iftheanswertothesetwoquestionsis"yes"thenthatindicatesaparadigmshift.Ihave
witnessedmanysucheventsonover50alliances.ImayseewhatIwanttoseebutIwouldchallengethat.

Expert#7:
Rating1
Statisticsandevidencecanbepresentedinmanyways.Oneshouldn'tletthetruthstandinthewayofagooddefence!One
canonlyrelyonexperienceanddirectinvolvementinallianceprojects.InVictoriatherearecertainlycasesofVFMand
outstandingoutcomesthatwouldn'thavebeenachievedunderalumpsumcontractforexample.Whethertheyhaveor
haven'tbeendonebefore,thattomeis"spin"therealissueisthattheyhavebeenduetotheallianceframeworkallowing
peopletoachieveoutcomesthatpolicies/procedures/oldwivestailswouldn'tallow.Alsosomeofthese"notbeendone
before"arebeingdoneandNOTcaptureinVFMreports,thusfallingbelowtheradar.

Expert#8:
Rating5

Expert#9:
Rating4
Iagreewiththisstatementastheuseofthealliancemodelhasoftenbeendrivennottoobtainparadigmshiftintermsof
longtermdesign&performanceoftheasset,butrathertogaintimeresultingfromtheinabilityofgovernmentandclients
tomakedecisionsandpoorplanningforthefutureinfrastructureneedsorbudgetsurplusandapoliticalneedto"fix"
something

Expert#10:
Rating1
Ithinkthatthiswasacaseof"smartalec"semanticsbythisreviewteam.Generallywhileallianceswritetheirgoalsin
aspirationalterms,theymaybemeasuredinslightlymoredowntoearthfashion.Thetermssuchasparadigmshiftand
gamebreakingareclearlyaspirationalandprobablyagoodthingastheygiveownerssomeabilitytokeeptensiononthe
teamsKPIs.Forthisreviewteamtostatethattheysawnoevidenceofoutstandingoutcomes(bytheirsomewhatpedantic
insistenceofaliteraladoptionoftheaspirationalterms)was,Ithought,arrogantsmugness.Someoftheprojectsthey
dismissedhavebeenrecognisedbydiverseindustrygroupsasoutstandingprojects(justdidn'tfitVDTFsslavishdefinitional
interpretation!)haveisaidenough??

Expert#11:
Rating2
Ithinkanumberofallianceshavedonegreatjobswithverydifficultcircumstances.Inmanyinstancesclientsarepoorly
prepared,havenoresourcesanddon'tunderstandtheproject/brief.Underharddollarscenariostheywouldhavebeen
completelyravaged.Ithinkallianceshavesaved/draggedalongsomeveryordinaryclientorganisations.Oneareawhere
theyoftenfalldownisintheclient'swillingnesstoembracechangesfromtheirstds/normalpractice.Manyclientswant
innovationinthePAA,whilstinrealitytheydon'twantanyinnovation.I'malsoalittlecautiousabout"innovation".Whatis
it?ITisonlygoodifiteithersavesmoney,increasesWholeoflife/quality/safety.Notjustforinnovationssake.



AppendicesValueforMoneyinProjectAlliances
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
AppendixE.3Round3–ConsolidatedResponses


Round3,Question7
Followingthesuggestionofoneofyourfellowresearchparticipants,wouldyouwillingtoparticipateinatelephoneconference
hookupwiththeotherDelphisurveyparticipants(tobescheduledforlateJanuary2010)tofurtherdiscussthecurrentstatusof
theframework/modelanditseffectivenessinachievinganddemonstratingVfM/BV?



Responses  11
Ave  1.05
SD  0.14
Median  1.00

 Answer
Expert#1:
RatingYes
AlthoughIhavesaidyestothisquestion,Iwonderabouttheeffectivenessofsuchanevent.Isuspectthattherewillbesuch
diversityofcommentaryandopinionthatitmaynotachievethatmuch.ThisisaverycomplexanddifficulttopicandIam
scepticalthatatelephonehookupbasedonthemodel/frameworkpresentedwouldachieveagreatdealhoweveritmay
providefocusfortheresearchpaperitself.

Expert#2:
RatingYes
Subjecttoavailability,ofcourse.Iwouldliketoknowinadvancewhoelseisinthegroup.Theconversationwillalsoneedto
bestronglyfacilitated(byCharles)toensuredivergingviewsareheardandrespected.

Expert#3:
RatingYes
Yesbutwouldneedtobepost26Janasawaybeforethen.

Expert#4:
RatingYes

Expert#5:
RatingYes
Iamfineforagroupmeetingifthatispreferred.

Expert#6:
RatingYes
TimingcouldbechallengebutifIcanmakewouldappreciatetheopportunity.

Expert#7:
RatingYes
Greatidea,theagendaandobjectivesofthehookup,alongwiththefacilitationofthatcallwillneedcarefulconsideration.

Expert#8:
RatingYes

Expert#9:
RatingYes

Expert#10:
RatingYes

Expert#11:
Rating?
I'dliketohelpoutasfarasIcan.TheyareinterestingtopicsbutI'mnotsureanymajorconsensuswillbeachievedoverthe
phone,andtheanonymousbitwillbelost.Hardtobelieve,butImaynotbeascandidwithclients/potentialclients/
competitors.



Yes ? No
10
1
0
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KEYFINDINGS

DTFV,InPursuitofAdditionalValue– Key
Findings

Researcher’scomments
Keyfinding1:Businesscase–Definingtheproject’sVfM
proposition
BusinesscasesoftendidnotclearlydefinetheprojectVfM
propositiontotherigourrequiredforinvestmentdecision
making.
Particularfindingsofnote:
•Theaverageincreasefrombusinesscasecostestimateto
ActualOutturnCost(AOC)wasoftheorderof4555%.
•Thebusinesscaseassessmentofanoptimumdelivery
methodoftentendedto‘default’toalliancingusinganon
priceselectionapproachforNonOwnerParticipants(NOPs)
anddidnotconsiderarangeofotherdeliveryoptions.
•Ingeneralarobustprogramandbudgetwasnotevident
fromthebusinesscasestage.

Responsestoeachdotpointareas
follows:
 Thisstatisticisverycrypticandsuch
averagescanbequitemisleadingif
thereafew‘outlyingresults’ina
relativelysmallsample.Giventhe
importanceofthestatementbeing
madeherethedistributionof
outcomesshouldbeprovidedrather
thanasimpleaverage.
 Totheextentthattheprocurement
strategyshouldbeconsideredinthe
businesscase,itisagreedthatthere
shouldbenodefaulttoalliancing
(nonpriceorpriceselection).Thisis
consistentwithaviewthatmore
traditionalmethodsincludingD&C
shouldbeconsideredbeforea
relationshipbasedprocurement
processisadopted.
 Isthegeneralabsenceofarobust
programandbudgetparticularto
projectswhichproceedtoanalliance
orageneralfailinginthebusiness
casedevelopmentofprojects?
Keyfinding2:Procurementstrategy–Owner’srationalefor
selectingthe	 

Havingconsideredprojectspecificrequirements,theprimary
reasonsforselectingthealliancedeliverymethod,inadditionto
thosecontainedintheDTFProjectAlliancingPractitioners’Guide
were:
•toachieveearlyprojectcommencementthroughearly
involvementoftheNOPs
•toprogresstheprojectdevelopmentinparallelwiththe
projectapprovals.
Ingeneral,Owner’sspecificallyusedalliancingandthenonprice
competitiveselectionapproachtoattractkeyresourcesand
capabilitiestoaprojectinabuoyantconstructionmarket.













ThisstatementthatOwnersgenerallyuse
allianceinthismannerdoesnotfollow
directlyfromthepointsabove.Isthere
realevidenceorintelligencetosupport
thispropositionorisit justaviewofthe
ResearchTeam?
 
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KEYFINDINGS

DTFV,InPursuitofAdditionalValue– Key
Findings

Researcher’scomments
Keyfinding3:SelectingtheNOPs–Nonpriceandprice
competition
Nonpricecompetition
Itwasfoundthatwhennonpriceselectionapproaches
wereusedtoselectNOPs:
•Ownerrepresentativesgenerallyindicatedmoderate
tohighlevelsofsatisfactionwiththeselectionprocess
•Ownerrepresentativessometimesnotedthatthe
selectedNOPteammemberswereeithernotmade
availabletotheprojectorleftprematurely.
Pricecompetition
Notingthatthenumberofpricecompetitionapproaches
examinedinthisStudywaslimitedtotwocasestudies
(consistentwithcurrentindustrypractice),itwasfound
thatwhenpricecompetitionwasusedtoselectNOPs:
•Ownerrepresentativesreportedasignificant
managementdemandontheir
organisation(comparedwithnonpriceselection
approach)
•thetotalcosttoestablishaTargetOutturnCost(TOC)
usingpricecompetition(twoTOCs)wasless(ofthe
orderof2%ofTOC)thanwhennonpriceselection
(singleTOC)wasused
•theTOCwasfoundtobeoftheorderof510%(of
TOC)less,relativetononpricecompetitiononthe
basisthatthefollowingitemswerelower(in
aggregateandindividually)whenusingprice
competition:
Onsiteoverheadcosts.
Designcosts.
TOCdevelopmentcosts.
NOPprofitmargins.
OwnersonallalliancesintheStudyadvisedthatgood
relationshipshaddevelopedandthattheparticipants
workedwelltogetheraseffectiveteams.Nodiscernible
differencewasfoundbetweenalliancesthatusedprice
competitionandnonpricecompetition.
ItwasalsofoundthatgenerallyNOPshaveastrong
preferenceforalliancingoverothertraditionaldelivery
methods.Additionally,NOPshaveastrongpreferencefor
nonpriceselectionapproachoverpriceselectionapproach.
Howfrequentissometimes?Andisthisjusta
featureofnonpricecompetitionprojects?Oris
itthecasethatthereisinsufficientinformation
towarrantanymeaningfulstatementonthis
issue?

Isitnotinstructiveinitselfthatthemajorityof
allianceinthepopulationwerebasedona
singleTOC.ThemultipleTOCmodelhasbeenin
existenceforsometimebutisnotthegenerally
preferredmodeleitherbyOwnersofNOP’s.The
suggestionthatthesingleTOCmodelis
adoptedasaresultoftheinsistenceofNOP’s
whomightbegainingundueadvantagebysuch
aarrangementdoesnotseemtowellsupported
byanyfactualinformation.

ThecostofpreparingaTOCishighlyvariable
dependingonthecircumstancesandthe
previousworkbytheOwner.Giventhenumber
ofprojectsinthepopulation,particularlythe
numberofpricecompetitionalliances,being
two,itisdifficulttoseehowanyItisdifficultto
seehowanystatisticallysignificantconclusion
canbemadehere.Itisstatementslikethese
thatareunderminingtheverygoodworkthat
hasbeenundertakeninthisresearch.



Isthisfindingdrawnforthedirectexperienceof
peoplewhohavebeendeeplyinvolvedinboth
nonpriceandpricecompetitionalliances
(OwnersandNOP’s)andifsoenoughtomake
thisastatisticallymeaningfulstatement?



Itisdifficulttoseehowmeaningful
comparisonscanbemadewithasamplesizeof
only2.




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Thisappearstobepresentedinsupportofa
viewthatNOP’spreferalliancingand
specifically,thenonpriceselectionasit
providesthemwithsomeunfairadvantage.
Theycouldpreferbothalliancingandthenon
priceapproachbecausetheygenuinelybelieve
thatallpartiesareadvantagedbythis
arrangement.
Keyfinding4:Agreeingthecommercialarrangements–
Commencementof !	

Oftenphysicalworkscommencedpriortofinalisingthe
commercialarrangementswiththeNOPs.

Bycommercialarrangement,presumablythe
settlementoftheTOCisbeingreferredto
ratherthanthecommercialnegotiationthat
wouldnormallyfollowimmediatelyafterthe
selectionoftheNOP’s(atleastforasingleTOC
model).
Keyfinding5:Agreeingthecommercialarrangements–
Businesscasecost	"

Ingeneraltheagreed(initial)TOCwashigherthanthe
businesscasecostestimate.
Theaverageincreasewasoftheorderof3545%.

Thisstatementneedstobeusedverycarefully!
Thenatureofprojectsthatarebestsuitedto
alliancingoftenhaveahigherdegreeof
uncertaintyatthebusinesscasestage.Thisis
likelytobethereasonforthisvariancerather
thananinherentsystemicfailingofthe
alliancingprocess(singleormultipleTOC).

CommentlinkstoKF1.
Keyfinding6:Agreeingthecommercialarrangements–
ProjectAlliance	#

Avarietyoftermsandconditionswereemployedbythe
variousOwnersinthePAA.
Inparticular:
•NOPcorporateoverheadandprofit:Generallyfixed
uponagreementoftheTOC,oftenvariableasa
percentageofactualcosts.
•Noblameclause:Generallyunconditional;little
indicationofmodifiedclauses.
•Disputeresolution:Generallysilent;littleindicationof
expressprovisionsfor
resolutionbeyondtheAllianceLeadershipTeam(ALT)
(outsidethealliance).
•Incentive/Penaltyarrangementsontime:Generally
included;oftennot.
•Ownerreservedpowers:Oftenreservedpowers
stated;sometimesnot.
•PerformancesecuritybyNOPs:Littleindicationthat
securitywasrequired;generallynot.

Keyfinding7:Agreeingthecommercialarrangements–
Outstanding

GenerallyitisarequirementexpressedinthePAAthatthe
partiescommittoachievingoutstanding(gamebreaking)
outcomes.


TheTOC(andreimbursements)shouldbe
commensuratewiththeminimumconditionsof
satisfactionperformanceandoutcomesdefined
inthebusinesscaserequirements.
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Thecommercialarrangementsgenerallyprovidefinancial
incentivesforNOPs(incentivisedKeyResultArea(KRAs))to
achieveoutstanding(gamebreaking)outcomes.
Itwasalsonotedthatestimatedcostsassociatedwith
pursuingoutstanding(game
breaking)outcomesareoftenincludedintheTOC.



Exceptionalvalueisattainedwhenabetter
outcome(exceptionalorgamebreaking);or
exceptionalKRAperformanceisachievedfor
thesameorlowercost(>MCOSforMCOS
payment).

Keyfinding8:Projectdelivery–Nonpriceobjectives
Ingeneral,Ownerrepresentatives(regardlessofapproach
toselectingNOPs)ratedtheiralliance’sperformanceinall
areasofnonpriceobjectivesasaboveexpectationsor
gamebreaking.Theareasofnonpricecriteriaassessed
were:
•qualityofwork
•functionality
•safety
•environment
•community
•otherstakeholders
•teamdynamics
•KRAachievement
•flexibilityofapproach.

Thiswouldappeartobeasurprisingstatement.
AllOwnersbelievedallnonpriceobjectives
wereexceeded.

Also,doesaboveexpectationreallyequateto
gamebreaking?

Whilstitcouldbeexpectedthatmostwouldbe
seenassuccessful,a100%recordof
exceedancedoesnotseemrealistic!Itwouldbe
interestingtoseetheprecisequestionsthat
wereaskedhere.
Keyfinding9:Projectdelivery–Ownerresources
ThenumberofOwnerresourcesprovidedtothealliances
varied.
Therewasnoclearcorrelationbetweenthenumberof
OwnerresourcesandenhancedVfM.
Itwasnotedthatactiveseniorlevelparticipationbythe
Ownerprovidedcleardirectionandsupporttothealliance.

Thesecondandthirdstatementsappeartobe
somewhatcontradictory!
Keyfinding10:Projectdelivery–Earlycommencementof
physicalworkand	

Theproject’sphysicalworkswereabletobecommenced
manymonthsinadvanceofwhatwouldhavebeenpossible
usingtraditionaldeliverymethods(asnotedelsewhere)
leadingtoacommensurateearliercompletiondate.
ThemajorityofprojectsmettheOwners’targetcompletion
datesassetoutinthe
businesscase.

Thiswouldpresumablybeinmarkedcontrastto
thesituationwithtraditionaldrivermethods.I
so,thisshouldbeacknowledgedasthisisa
majorVfMplus!
Keyfinding11:Projectdelivery–Nodisputes
Therewerenoindicationsofanydisputesbetweenthe
OwnerandtheNOPsthatneededtoberesolvedoutside
thealliance.

Keyfinding12:Projectdelivery–Outstandingoutcomes
(gamebreaking)
Therewouldappeartobeasignificantdisparity
betweenthisresponseandKF9whichis
acknowledged.
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Therewaslittleindicationthatoutstandingoutcomes
(gamebreaking/breakthrough)werebeingachieved
withinthedefinitionsinuseinthisStudy(‘paradigmshift’,
‘notbeendonebefore’).
Thisfindingsignificantlydifferswiththeselfevaluationof
bothNOPsandOwner
representativeswithintheallianceswhoconsideredthat
theirownalliancesachievedoutstandingoutcomes.

ThisraisestheprospectthatOwnersgenerally,
andperhapsevenuniversallybelievedthat
superiorperformancewasdeliveredby
alliances.Thisdoesnotnecessarilyindicatethat
theysawperformancesasgamebreaking.Also
theresearcher’sdefinitionofgamebreaking
mightbedifferenttothedefinitionthatwas
agreedineachalliance.

Keyfinding13:Projectdelivery–Adjustmentstoagreed
TOC
Ingeneraltherewasanincreasefromagreed(initial)TOC
toadjusted(final)TOC.Theaverageincreasewasofthe
orderof510%.

Thisappearstobeaverysurprisingresult.
Whilstsomealliancemayexperiencescope
growthafter(initial)thiswouldbeararity.Are
thereoneortwoprojectsinthissamplethat
haveexperiencedmajorachangeofscopeand
thisisbeingaveragedoverthewhole
populationinmannerwhichgives‘misleading’
impressionregardingalliancesgenerally?

Laterinthereport(page49)itisstatedthat
‘Themovement(ofTOC)duringtheprojectis
alsonoteworthy.AnadjustmenttotheTOC
almostcertainlyreflectsanincreasetothe
alliancescope(sincethatisgenerallytheonly
groundsforadjustment)andraisesdoubtsasto
thewidespreadperceptionofcertaintyofthe
initialallianceTOCcomparedtootherdelivery
methods’.Ifitisthecasethatalliancesare
morereliableindeliveringspecificscopewithin
theagreedTOCthanothermethods(aposition
supportedbytheresearch),anditisalsothe
casethatinalliances,increasesincostcanonly
resultfromtheallianceundertakingadditional
scope,thiswouldappeartosupportthe
widespreadperceptionratherthanraisedoubts
aboutit.


Keyfinding14:Projectdelivery–AdjustedTOCandAOC
Ingeneral,theAOCwaslessthantheadjusted(final)TOC.
Theaveragesavingwasoftheorderof0.5%.

Againthisfigureseemsverysurprisingand
mightresultfromagrossaveragingprocess
whichincorporatessomefringeprojectswhich
aredisguisingthetypicaloutcome.Giventhe
importanceofthisissueadistributionofthe
outcomesinthepopulationshouldbeprovided
toensuretherealsituationisbeingadequately
represented.Thissimplestatisticwithout
furtherexplanationdoesagreatdisserviceto
thecredibilityofthereport!




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DISCUSSIONPOINTS

DTFV,InPursuitofAdditionalValue–
DiscussionPoints

Researcher’s response
DiscussionPoint1–VfMatwholeofgovernmentandalliance
level
VfMdefinitionsandthevaluepropositioninthebusinesscase
aretheresponsibilityofinvestors(usuallythegovernmentand
Owners);notoftheallianceteamengagedtodeliverthecapital
assets.
GovernmentneedstoconsideroptimisingVfMatthewholeof
governmentlevel,notjustatthealliancelevel.
Alliancesshouldrespondto,andbemeasuredby,theVfM
propositioncontainedinthebusinesscase.

Thetextforthisdiscussionpointstates:
“EngagementofNOPspriortoadequate
specificationofthebusinesscasemay
alsobeeffectivelyprejudgingthe
investmentdecision.”

SomeOwnersmaybenefitformtheearly
inputoftheNOP’stobetterdefinethe
businesscase.Theinvestmentdecisionis
notmadeuntiltheTOCisaccepted.

DiscussionPoint2–Completenessofbusinesscaseandclarityof
objectives
Thebusinesscasemustbeadequatelydevelopedwithclearly
expressedVfMpropositiontoallowarobustandtransparent
investmentdecisionandtoprovideaframeworkforongoing
assessmentofprojectsuccessinmeetingbusinesscase
objectives.
Businesscasedisciplineandrigourshouldnotbedispensedwith
infasttrackprojects.
Fasttrackprocessesneedtobedevelopedforthose(rare)
projectswheretimingof
commencementisoftheessence.Ownersshouldrecognisethat
earlycommencementcouldattractasignificantpricepremium,
particularlywhenphysicalworkscommencepriortofinalising
commercialarrangementswiththeNOPs(seeKeyFindingNo.4).
Thebusinesscaseshould(barringsectionssubjectto
confidentiality)bemadeavailabletothealliancetoensurethat
allianceobjectivescanbealignedwiththebusinesscase.

Thetextforthisdiscussionpointstates:
“AnadjustmenttotheTOCalmost
certainlyreflectsanincreasetothe
alliancescope(sincethatisgenerallythe
onlygroundsforadjustment)andraises
doubtsastothewidespreadperception
ofcertaintyoftheinitialallianceTOC
comparedtootherdeliverymethods.”
Thereisnodatapresentedinthestudyto
supportthisstatement.Experience
suggeststhatmanyalliancesdecideto
increasescopewithoutincreasingthe
TOC.Further,anincreasetoscopeis
seldom“theonlygroundsforadjustment
oftheTOC”–somealliancesinvolve
somerisksbeingretainedunilaterallyby
theowner,which(iftheyeventuate)can
leadtoadjustmentoftheTOC
DiscussionPoint3–Adequacyandtimingofthebusinesscase
costestimate
EstimatesofAOCgenerallyincreasedbyabout4555%during
theprojectlifecycle;3545%frombusinesscasetoinitial
(agreed)TOCandafurther510%tofinaladjustedTOC.
Painshare/gainsharewasnegligible.
ItwouldappearthatPPPsprovidethegreatestcostcertaintyat
businesscasestage(anincreaseof510%tofinal,followedby
traditional(20%)andthenalliances(50%)).
Alliancingisgenerallyassociatedwithhighrisks(asinPPPs)that
cannotbedimensionedupfront.Theyareoftenincomplete
contracts.Thisuncertaintyrequireseffectivedisciplineinsetting
projectobjectivesandcontrolstoallowtheOwnerto
understandandparticipateindecisions(includingVfM)asthe
Figure6.1isconsideredtobeavery
‘dangerous’diagramthatcouldprovidea
misleadingimpressionregardingeachof
theprocurementapproachesfeatured.

Thetextforthisdiscussionpointstates:
“Aweaknessisthatshortcomingsina
businesscase’sVfMpropositionarefar
lesstransparentunderanalliance
(particularlyonesinvolvingnonprice
selectionofNOPs).”
Onthecontrarythe,VFMpropositionis
probablyexploredinmoredetailinanon
priceselectionalliancethaninanyother
formofprocurement.Proofofthis
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projectprogresses.
Thisuncertaintyalsorequiresthecostestimatestobeeven
morerobust,notless.
Anallianceismoreforgivingofinadequatebusinesscasesthan
traditionalmethods.Thisisbothastrengthandaweakness.The
weaknessisthepotentialofsignificantpricepremiumswhich
mayincludescopeandriskpremiumsintheabsenceofadequate
projectdefinitionatthebusinesscasestage.

positionisnotavailablebutnorisitfor
thestatementabove.
DiscussionPoint4–Fragmentedmultiplebuyers(Owners)
Thealliancemarketmaybecharacterisedbymultiplebuyers
(Owners)andfewsellers(NOPs)withthepossibilitythatthe
primarycompetitionisoccurringonthebuyer(Owner)sideto
attractsellers(NOPs)totheirindividualprojects.
VfMwillbeenhancedthroughawholeofgovernmentapproach
totheuseofthealliancedeliverymethod,engagingthemarket,
commercialarrangements,legalagreementsandselection
processes.

Thetextforthisdiscussionpointstates:
“NOPsgenerallyhave
astrongpreferenceforthealliance
deliverymethodoverotherdelivery
methods.”
DoesthissuggestthatNOP’shavea
sinisterintentorsimplyhavefirmbelieve
thatalliancesdeliversuperioroutcomes
forallpartiesintherightcircumstances?


DiscussionPoint5–Asymmetryofcommercialresourcesand
capability
Alliancesrequirecommerciallycomplextransactions.TheTOC
developmentphasehashighpotentialtoinfluenceVfM
outcomes.Duringthisphasethereisfundamentalcommercial
misalignmentbetweenOwnerandNOPs.Owners(inthepublic
sector)maybeexposedtoseriousasymmetryofresources,
information,andcommercialcapabilityintheircommercial
engagementwiththeNOPsparticularlyduringthecriticalTOC
developmentphase.Thisasymmetryhasthepotentialfor
significanterosionofVfM.

Itwouldseemthatthereisfargreater
opportunityforcommercialasymmetryto
createanimbalancethatcouldthreaten
VFMinotherprocurementapproaches.
AdditionallyhastheResearchTeamany
evidenceofcommercialasymmetry
disadvantagingVfMoristhisjusta
‘theory’?
DiscussionPoint6–ProjectAllianceAgreement(PAA)
Thereisapotentialriskofdifferencesbetweentheaspirational
useofalliancingtermsandthepracticalapplicationofthese
termsifaprojectbecomes‘distressed’.AvarietyofPAAsexist
withdifferenttermsandconditions.AnationalstandardPAA
template,tailoredtoprojectspecifics,shouldenhancecertainty,
transactionefficiencyandimproveVfMfrombothanindividual
allianceandwholeofgovernmentperspective.
TheOwnerandNOPrequiretheirownlegalcounselduringPAA
establishment.





Thereisnodataorargumentpresented
inthestudytosupportthisview.

DiscussionPoint7–Characteristicsforselectingthealliance
delivery
methodhavechanged
TheResearchTeamfoundthatthecharacteristicsforselecting
thealliancedeliverymethodhavechanged.
ItappearsthattworeasonsusedbyOwners(attractingNOPs
andearlycommencement)arebeingachievedbutthe
achievementofoutstandingoutcomesisnotsupportedbythe
Studyfindings.







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BasedontheStudyfindings,thesechangesincharacteristicsare
oftennotdirectlyalignedwithachievingthebusinesscase
objectivesandcanpotentiallyhaveanadverseimpactdirectly
onVfM.
Ownersneedtounderstandthatearlycommencementwill
almostcertainlyattractasignificantpricepremiumandnot
guaranteeearliercompletion.
Theuseofalliancestoavoidtheadversarialnatureoftraditional
riskallocationcontractissuccessful.
Thereisaneedfornationalprocurementselectionguidelines
whichincludeanexplanationofthecharacteristicsbestsuitedto
alliancingversusotherdeliverymethodsandarationaleforthe
same.



Thereisnodatapresentedinthestudyto
supportthegeneralisationof“significant
pricepremium”.Inanycasethis
statementimpliesthatitisnotVFMto
payapremiumforrapidresponse–
whichispatentlyuntrueinanumber
publicsectorprojectse.g.Northside
StorageTunnel,BundambaWater
TreatmentPlant.
DiscussionPoint8–Pricecompetitionintheprocurement
process
Theforegoingdiscussionhasconsideredthemeritsofpriceand
nonpricecompetitionfrommultipleperspectives:
•TheResearchTeamfoundnoevidencetosupporttheview
thatapricebasedselectionprocessproducedalesserVfM
outcomethananonpricedprocess.Indicationsaretothe
contrary.
•Pricecompetitionhasledtoasavingofabout510%inthe
TOCcomparedtononpriceselectionprocesses.
•Pricecompetitionstrengthenstheincentivetoinnovate.
•TheResearchTeamfoundnoevidencetosuggestthatprice
competitionerodesthealliancefundamentalsoftrustand
relationships.
•Therewillbecertainprojectswherecontextualfactors
(marketconditions,Ownerresources,projectspecificsetc)
meanthatanonpriceselectionprocessmayoptimiseVfM.
•Thecornerstoneofgoodprocurementingovernment
involvesasignificantelementofcompetitiononoutturn
pricetodemonstrategoodstewardshipofpublicfundsand
tooptimiseboththepriceandnonpriceaspectsofVfM.
•Itisinconsistentwithbroadergovernmentprocurement
policyforgovernmenttoacquiesce(asiseffectivelycurrent
practicethroughtheDTFProjectAlliancingPractitioners’
Guide)anonpriceselectionprocessastherecommended
ordefaultpolicy.
•Economicefficiency(productive,allocativeanddynamic)
andVfMatthewholeofgovernmentlevelisbestachieved
inthelongtermbypricecompetition.
Theaboveneedstorecognisethelimitednumberofprice
competitionselectionprocessesexaminedinthisStudy.





Whataretheindicationstothecontrary?

Howcansuchcommentsbejustified
regardingthecomparativeTOCwhen
thereisnostatisticallyvalidsample.
Statementssuchasthiscastdoubtsover
thevalidityofmuchoftheexcellentwork
inthisreport.

Thetextforthisdiscussionpointstates:
“Itisimportanttonotethatahigh
performanceteamcanbecharacterised
bytheeffectivenessofitsdecision
making,andthisdoesnotpreclude
vigorousdebatepriortoreachinga
decision.Infactalackofcompetitive
tensionmayleadtopoorqualitydecision
makingthroughtheeffectsofgroup
thinkormisinterpretationthat‘trust’
means‘nodisagreements’.”
Thereisnodatapresentedinthestudyto
supportthesestatements.

Theterm‘acquiesce’impliesadegreeof
‘yieldingor‘conceding’toanother’s
position.Thisappearstobestatementof
dogmaratherthananythingsupported
byanyevidencepresentedinthereport.

Thetextforthisdiscussionpointstates:
“Economicefficiency(productive,
allocativeanddynamic)andVfMatthe
wholeofgovernmentlevelisbest
achievedinthelongtermbyprice
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competition.”
Whilstaxiomaticformarketbased
economiesgenerally,thereisnocredible
datapresentedinthestudytosupport
thisviewinrelationtoalliancingandthe
highriskprojectstackledbyalliancing.

DiscussionPoint9–NonpricecriteriaforselectingNOPs
Becausealliancinghasmaturedoverthelasttenyearsanda
betterunderstandingnowexistsamongstNOPsofthe
collaborativenatureofalliancing,theattributesofalliance
affinityofNOPsmaybebetterassessedashurdlecriteriaand
theNOPsprojectdeliveryskills(design,construction,controls,
designmanagementandcommercial)asdifferentiators.
Moreover,thematurityofalliancingshouldmeanthatany
relationshiprisk(howeverrealinthepast)associatedwitha
pricecompetitioncanbesatisfactorilymanaged.
Apricecompetitionselectionprocessmustalsoincludethe
evaluationofnonpricecriteriasincegovernmentsarenot
interestedsolelyinlowestpriceasadeterminationofvaluefor
money.






Thereisnocredibledatapresentedinthe
studytosupportthisstatement.


Thisisanimportantstatementthatis
givenalowweightinginthelater
conclusionsandrecommendations.
DiscussionPoint10–Earlycommencementofaprojectthrough
early
involvementofNOPs
Comparedtotraditionalmethods,thealliancedeliverymethod
canprovidesignificanttimeadvantages(severalmonths)to
Ownerswhoareunderseveretimeimperativestocommence
physicalworksassoonaspossible.
Thereasonforthisistheallianceundertakesmanyproject‘front
end’activitiesinacollaborativeandmoreefficientmanner,and
inparallelratherthansequentially.Ownersneedtorecognise
thattheremaybeasignificantpricepremiumassociatedwith
earlycommencementandthatearlycompletionisnot
guaranteedthroughearliercommencement.



Thetextforthisdiscussionpointstates:
“...theremaybeasignificantprice
premiumassociatedwithearly
commencementandthatearly
completionisnotguaranteedthrough
earliercommencement.”
Thereisnodatapresentedinthestudyto
supportthisview.
DiscussionPoint11–Insurancepolicies
Insuranceisacomplexandcostlymatter,particularlyfor
alliances,andneedsspecialistskills.Insuranceinalliancingalso
raisesthequestionofwhetherVfMisbeingoptimisedbythe
Owneronawholeofgovernmentportfoliobasisormerelyona
suboptimalprojectbyprojectbasis.
Thetrueeffectivenessofinsuranceistestedwhenaclaimis
madeandapolicyresponds.TodateAustralianallianceprojects
donothaveahistoryofclaimsexperienceandthereforethe
effectivenessofallianceinsurancehasgenerallynotbeen
rigorouslytested.Thisraisesthequestionoftheeffectivenessof
thecoverobtained–iftherehavebeenfewclaims,anda
substantialvolumeofprojectshavebeendeliveredthenwhat
risksarebeinginsuredandhowisVfMbeingoptimisedby
insurance?


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DiscussionPoint12–Theroleoftheindependentestimator
Intheabsenceofpricecompetition,theIErolehasbecomea
defaultpositionfordemonstratingtheTOCrepresentsVfM.
TheIEroleascurrentlypracticedfocusesonpricingofasettled
scopeandmaybetoonarrowtooptimiseVfM.TheIErole
shouldbeexpandedtobecomeOwner’sVfMadvisorincluding:
•reviewingscope,design,constructionmethod,materials
andresources
•preparinganestimate(possiblyfromfirstprinciples,risk
adjusted)thatparallelsindetailtheestimatethatOwners
wouldnormallyprepareundertraditionaldeliverymethods
•reconcilingtheIEestimateagainstbusinesscaseand
NOP/allianceTOC.


DiscussionPoint13–Useof‘hybrid’pricingelements
Theuseofhybridelementsallowsthebenefitsofcompetitive
tensionandcomparativetestingofVfMwhenfullTOCpricing
competitionisnotdesirable.
Hybridelementsinclude:
•costbenchmarkingagainstpreviousprojectsselectedby
theOwner
•costbenchmarkingofmajorelementsbetweenshortlisted
partiesduringtheNOPselectionprocess
•innovationindesignandconstructionmethodology.


DiscussionPoint14–EstablishingtheTOCundernonprice
competition
ToensureoptimumVfM,theprocessleadingtoagreeingthe
TOCrequirescommitmenttocommercialrigourinnegotiations
betweenOwnerandNOPs,basedonbusinessprinciplesrather
thanallianceprinciples.
Thisrequiresthatthecommercialmisalignmentthatexistsinthe
TOCdevelopmentphaseisaddressedopenlybytheNOPsand
theOwner.
NOPsundertakeextensiveinhousereviewsofallianceTOCsto
giveconfidencetoseniormanagementthatallcorporate
requirementsaresatisfied.Ownerrepresentativesneedtotake
theopportunitytounderstandtheTOCinasimilarmanner.
NOPshaveclearcorporaterequirementsintermsofriskand
returnandtheseareappliedrigorously.TheOwneralsoshould
have(butoftendoesnothave)clearoutcomes,objectivesand
thevaluepropositionarticulatedinthebusinesscase,whichalso
needtobeappliedrigorouslyinTOCnegotiations.
TherewassomeevidencefromtheStudythatfromtimetotime
robustcommercialnegotiationswereundertakenthatresulted
insubstantialTOCreductionswithnoadverseimpacton
businesscaseobjectivesoronNOPmargins.AnOwnerled
improvementstrategy(whichwillhelpavoidcapture)could
includefeaturessuchas:
•Maintainaviablealternativeprojectprocurementand
deliverystrategyuntilTOCisagreed.
•Avoidphysicalworksbeingundertakenunderthealliance
Thetextforthisdiscussionpointstates:
“ToensureoptimumVfM,theprocess
leadingtoagreeingtheTOCrequires
commitmenttocommercialrigourin
negotiationsbetweenOwnerandNOPs,
basedonbusinessprinciplesratherthan
allianceprinciples.”
Thereisnodatapresentedinthestudyto
supportthisview.Theuseof“business
principlesratherthanallianceprinciples”
isseemstoimplythatalliancesgenerally
arenotbusinesslike.AndthatNOP’smay
‘takeadvantage’ofanuniformedor
naiveOwner.Thisdoesnotaccordwith
theauthor’sexperiencewhichsuggests
thatthereneednotbeany
incompatibilitybetweengoodbusiness
practiceandgoodalliancepractice.
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agreementbeforeTOCisagreedoratleastrecognisethe
potentialforpricepremium.
•BetterOwnerfocusonthebusinesscaseVfMproposition
priortoandduringTOCdevelopment.
•AssembleanOwner’scommercialteamwithappropriate
skillsandexperiencetodrivebetterVfMoutcomes.
•Bepreparedtoreassessbusinesscasedecisiontoproceed
iftheprojectVfMpropositionisnotachievedormodified
beyondtargetranges.
•GreaterOwnerparticipationintheTOCdevelopment
phase.


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
CONCLUSIONS

DTFV,InPursuitofAdditionalValue– Conclusions

Researcher’sresponse
BasedontheFindings,DiscussionandObservationsoftheStudy,it
canbeconcludedthatVfMcanbeenhancedinthealliancedelivery
method.
Asacollaborativedeliverymethod,alliancinghasdemonstratedits
abilitytoavoiddisputes,improvenoncostoutcomesandcommence
projectsearlierthanbytraditionalmethods.
ToextracttheoptimumVfMfromalliancing,changesmustbemade
atboththeallianceandwholeofgovernmentlevels.Therearea
numberofdiscreteconclusionsthatsupportthisoverallconclusion
andthesearediscussedbelow.


EnhancingwholeofgovernmentVfM
Inthissection,theconclusionsrelevanttoenhancingVfMatthe
wholeofgovernmentlevelarediscussed.Thesearegenerallyareas
wheretherewouldonlybeabenefitifawholeofgovernment
approachweretaken,ratherthananallianceonlyapproach.
Businesscase
VfMdefinitionsandthevaluepropositioninthebusinesscasearethe
responsibilityoftheOwner,notofthealliancewhichhasbeen
engagedtodeliverthecapitalassetcomponentofthebusinesscase
atthelowestprice.TheroleoftheOwnerneedstobedistinguished
fromtheOwner’srepresentativeonthealliance,whoonlyhas
responsibilityfordeliveryandhasnoauthoritytochangethebusiness
caseasthesearenormallyapprovedbyGovernment.
ItwouldappearthatPPPsprovidethegreatestcostcertaintyat
businesscasestage(anincreaseof510%toAOC),followedby
traditional(20%)andthenalliances(50%).
Thelackofaccuracyinthebusinesscasecostestimatemustbe
considerablyimprovedtobetterinformthecapitalinvestment
decision.Alternatively,thebusinesscaseshouldincludeexplicit
advicetoinvestmentdecisionmakersregardingtheriskofpotential
increases.Fasttrackprocessesneedtobedevelopedfortheminority
ofprojectswheretimeofcommencementisoftheessenceand
decisionmakersneedtobealertedtothesignificantpricepremium
thatmaybeassociatedwithfasttracking.
Procurementstrategy
Thereisaplethoraofselectionguidelinesontheuseofthealliance
deliverymethodthatareinconsistent,confusing,donotreflect
currentpracticeandarenotfocussedonoptimisingVfM.Givena
robustconstructionmarketitispossiblethattheprimarycompetition
isoccurringonthebuyer(Owner)sideastheyseektoattractNOPsto
theirownprojectusingthealliancedeliverymethodandnonprice
criteria,bothofwhicharehighlyfavouredbyNOPsovertraditional
deliverymethods.
























Thestatementthatthereisa
plethoraofguidelinesontheusethe
alliancedeliverymethodisnot
correctalthoughthismaybetrueof
procurementgenerally!




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Aconsistentapproachacrossjurisdictionswouldimprovethe
procurementselectionstrategyandbuyingpower,andensure
consistencyingovernmentengagementwithindustry.
SelectingtheNOPs
CurrentguidelinesrecommendselectingNOPsusingpredominately
nonpricecriteria.Thisdoesnotalwaysreflectgoodgovernment
procurementpracticewhichrequirespricetobeincludedasa
significantcriterion.Whilstpricecompetitionisnotappropriateinall
circumstances,itshouldberequiredasadefaultposition.
Agreeingthecommercialarrangements
TherangeofthePAAsinuseinAustraliaisneitherefficientnor
effectiveforgovernmentorindustry.Anallianceisacomplex
commercialtransaction.Nowthatalliancingisamaturedelivery
method,thereisaneedforgovernmenttoestablishastandardform
ofcontractthatisrobust,testedandclearlyunderstoodbyallparties.
Thiswouldimprovelegalcertaintyandtransactionefficiencyfor
governmentandNOPs.
Governmentwouldbenefitbytakingaportfoliomanagement
approachtoprocure
anddeliverprojects.Thiswouldenablethewholeofgovernmentrisk
(andassociatedinsurances)tobemanagedmoreeffectively.This
approachwouldalsoenablegovernmenttoachievesynergiesacross
multipleprojectsthroughleveragingbuyingpower,smoothing
resourcedemands,andpossibleconsolidationofsomeactivitiesto
achieveeconomiesofscale.
Projectdelivery
Governancearrangementsabovethealliancevarysignificantlyfrom
projecttoprojectandlittleguidanceexists.Astandardgovernance
arrangementwouldresultinimprovedunderstandingofrolesand
authoritiesandmoreeffectiveandefficientprojectdelivery.
AnincreaseintheTOCofapproximately510%duringprojectdelivery
raisesdoubtsonthewidespreadperceptionofcertaintyoftheinitial
TOCcomparedtotraditionalmethods.SavingsontheTOCare
negligible.


Theargumentthatselectioncurrent
guidelinesarenotconsistentwith
‘goodgovernmentpracticewhich
requirespricetobeincludedasa
significantcriterion’ispuredogma
andisnotanaturalconclusionthat
emergesfromtheresearchas
presented.
















Thesestatementsappeartobe
countertomostoftheliterature
relatingtoalliances.
EnhancingallianceVfM
Inthissection,theconclusionsrelevanttoenhancingVfMatthe
alliancelevelarediscussed.Thesetopicsarethosethatcouldadd
benefittoeachprojectindependently.
Businesscase
Allianceprojectsareoftenassociatedwithuncertaintyand
complexity.Thisrequiresgreater,notless,rigourinthebusinesscase
toensurethatadequateanchoring,benchmarkingandguidanceis
providedtotheallianceteamastheprojectprogresses.
Asaminimumthebusinesscaseshouldincludethevalueproposition
whichincorporatestheprojectobjectives,agreedfundingof
‘externalities’(forexampleenvironmentalworks,stakeholder
relations)andarobustcostplan.Itshould(barringsectionssubjectto
confidentiality)bemadeavailabletotheallianceteam.
Procurementstrategy
Procurementstrategyshouldbeselectedonthebasisoftheproject








Thisstatementsupportsgreater
rigourontheestablishmentand
demonstrationofVfMi.e.canbe
seemassupportiveofanapproach
suchastheauthor’smodel.



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characteristics.Theselectionofthealliancedeliverymethodto
attractscarceresourcesortostarttheprojectearliermaynotbe
appropriateiftheassociatedpricepremiumisconsidered.This
premiummaybeacceptableiftheriskprofileoftheprojectishigh,
however,forlowerriskprojectsthepremiummaybeexcessive.
SelectingtheNOPs
TheselectioncriteriausedforselectingtheNOPsshouldencourage
innovationand
efficiency.Althoughnotalwaysappropriate,pricecompetitioncan
achievethisbyprovidingproductivecompetitivetension.The
selectionprocessshouldnotbeoverlyprescriptivethatitstiflesNOP’s
abilitytoprovidetechnicallyandcommerciallyinnovativeoffers.
Agreeingthecommercialarrangements
Althoughthephilosophyofalliancingisnonadversarial,thealliance
isacommercialtransactionandthealliancelegalagreements(PAAs)
mustbeappropriatetothatcommercialtransaction.
ThecomplexnatureofalliancescanresultinOwnersbeingexposed
toseriousasymmetryofinformation,commercialcapabilityand
capacityintheirengagementwiththeNOPs.Ownersshouldensure
thatanyasymmetryisidentifiedandaddressedtoenhanceVfM
outcomes.TheexposureofOwnerscanbeincreasedwhenthereisno
pricecompetitionastherehasnotbeenthe‘traditional’competitive
tensionwhichcanalleviatesuchasymmetry.
Projectdelivery
Effectivealliancegovernanceiscriticaltoprojectsuccess.Thealliance
deliverymethodismatureandanoptimumgovernancestructure
needstoberesearched,definedandapplied.Inparticularitis
importantinanalliancethatdecisionrightsareclearlyarticulated,
particularlytheroleofthegovernmentvisavistheOwnerandthe
Owner’srepresentative.
Throughprojectdelivery,theOwnermaybeexposedtocontinued
commercialasymmetry.ItisimportantthattheOwnerestablishes
capabilitytorepresentit’sinterestsintheallianceatalevel
commensuratewiththecommercialcapabilityoftheNOPs.
Outstandingoutcomes(‘paradigmshift’,‘notbeendonebefore’)are
oftensoughtbyOwnerswhenselectingthealliancedeliverymethod
andtheyaregenerallyarequirementinthePAA.However,therewas
littleevidencethatoutstandingoutcomesarebeingachieveddespite
significantinvestmentin‘highperformanceteams’.Thereislittle
pointinpursuingoutstandingoutcomesiftheyarenotrequiredto
satisfybusinesscaseobjectives.















The‘traditionalcompetitivetension’
isoneofthefactorsthathas
conditionedadversarialbehaviour
producedpoorperformanceand
poorVFMoutcomes!



















Outstandingoutcomesareoflittle
interest–thisseemstoencourage
mediocrity!
RealisingimprovedVfM
ThereisopportunitytoenhanceVfMoutcomesachievedinthe
alliancedeliverymethodandanumberofrecommendationshave
beenmade.TheserecommendationsseektooptimiseVfMatboth
wholeofgovernmentandalliancelevel.Theywillimprovethequality
oftheinvestmentdecision,optimisetheappropriateuseofalliancing,
increasegovernment’sbuyingpower,increasetransactionefficiency,
increasetechnicalandcommercialinnovation
andallowforbestpracticetobecapturedanddisseminated.











Wheredothesefigurescomefrom?
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Ifalloftheserecommendationsareadopted,theactualoutturncost
ofallianceprojectscould,inthejudgementoftheResearchTeam,be
improvedby515%withoutdiminishingthemanybenefitsthatthe
alliancedeliverymethodiscapable
ofproviding.

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RECOMMENDATIONS

DTFV,InPursuitofAdditionalValue–
Recommendations

Researcher’sresponse
ThefollowingsixrecommendationsaddresshowVfMcanbe
enhancedinthealliancedeliverymethod.Anincrementalincrease
inVfMwillberealisediftheyareimplementedintheirentirety.
Ifalloftherecommendationsbelowareadoptedtheactual
outturncostofallianceprojectscould,inthejudgementofthe
ResearchTeam,beimprovedby515%withoutdiminishingthe
manybenefitsthatthealliancedeliverymethodiscapableof
providing.

Recommendations1to4arepositive
initiativesbutwheredoesthe515%
comefrom?Isthejudgementofthe
ResearchTeambasedontheevidence
collectedduringtheresearch?
PolicyRecommendationNo.1
Thealliancedeliverymethodberetainedanddevelopedfurtheras
oneofthematureprocurementstrategiesforthedeliveryof
government’sinfrastructureprojectsthatarecomplexwith
significantrisksthatcannotbedimensionedinthebusinesscase
orsoonthereafter.

Noted.
Providessupportforthecaseofproject
allianceswherethecircumstancesbest
suitthealliancemodel.
Relatestoallianceprocurement
decisiontotheintentofthebusiness
case.
PolicyRecommendationNo.2
TheStateTreasuriescollaboratetodevelopacomprehensive
ProcurementSelectionGuideandtrainingmaterialsforuseby
governmentagenciesonwhentousethealliancedelivery
method.

Noted.
Recommendsaconsistentwell
documentedapproachtoprocurement
selectionprocess
PolicyRecommendationNo.3
TheStateTreasuries(andrelevantlineagencies)collaborateto
developcommonpolicyprinciples,guidelinesandtrainingforthe
selectionoftheNOPsandimplementationofthealliancedelivery
methodthatreflecttheoutcomesofthisStudy.

Noted.

Again,thisrecommendationiscalling
forconsistencyinapproachparticular
fortheselectionofNOP’swhichbased
ontherecommendationwouldbe
basedonmultipleTOCdefaultposition.
PolicyRecommendationNo.4
Governmentstakeagreaterroleinensuringthatalliancebest
practiceiscapturedanddisseminated;andalsotakeagreater
oversightroleonindividualallianceprojectstoensurethatVfMis
optimisedatwholeofgovernmentlevel.

Noted.

Therecommendationsuggestsgreater
controlagencyinvolvementis
consistentwithanearlierfindinginthe
reportthatsuggestthatthe
representativesoftheagenciesinvolved
inanalliancearenottheappropriate
partytoviewthe‘wholeofgovernment’
perspective.
PolicyRecommendationNo.5
Anadequatebusinesscase,whichincludesthecaseforthe
procurementdecision,tobepreparedandapprovedasrequired
byrelevantstategovernmentguidelinesbeforethealliance
selectionprocesscommences.(Thiswillrecognisethe
developmentoffasttrackprocessesfortimesofgenuineurgency

Advocatesgreaterdisciplineinthe
developmentofthebusinesscaseand
theconsideredchoiceofanalliance
beforeanallianceisformed.
Stipulatesminimumrequirementsfor
establishmentofanalliancein‘fast
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suchthattheallianceisprovided,asaminimum, withappropriate
deliveryobjectivesandarobustcostplan.)
Furthermore,businesscasesthatrecommendanalliancedelivery
methodmust:
•considerablyincreasetheaccuracyoftheircapitalcost
estimatesandscope
statement
•addresshowthestatewillmanagepossibleasymmetryof
commercialcapabilityandcapacityinengagingwithalliance
NOPsthroughouttheprojectlifecycle.

track’circumstances.

 Thisappearstobebasedon
statisticsreportedinthestudy
thatallianceprojectshave
greatervariancebetween
budgetsandAOC.Appearsto
bemisplacedcriticismsof
alliancesacrossareflectionof
theblackofdefinitionofscope
atbudgetstage.
 Appearstoresultfromview
thattheprivatesectorruns
commercialringsaround
publicsectorclient.
Suggestionofparanoiahere!
 ‘Chickenandegg’theprojects
thatsuitalliancedeliveryare
thoseinwhichthereisless
certaintygenerallyandhence
capitalcostandscopeareless
defined.
 Appearstoassumethat
commercialasymmetrywill
disadvantagetheOwnerdue
toopportunistbehaviourby
theNOP’s.
 

Theproposaltoadopttheprice
competitiveprocessasthedefault
seemstobetheoutcomeofaseriesof
statementsmadeearlierinthereport,
manyofwhichappeartolackany
substantiation.
Acentraltenantofalliancingwhich
encouragesstrongperformancerelative
toconventionalapproachesisthe
collectiveassumptionofrisk.Price
competitioninherentlylimitsthis
feature,sinceto‘win’theprice
competitiontheproponentmustshed
asmuchriskaspossible–bothwhen
definingtheTOCanddeliveringthe
project.
Ifmorerisksareassumedbytheowner
(orshunnedbytheNOPsduring
delivery)performanceofthealliance
willtendtogravitatetowardsthatofa
conventionaldeliverymethodsWhist
suchaprocessislikelytoreducethe
TOC,itisalsolikelytodiminishVFM.
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PolicyRecommendationNo.6
Acompetitiveprocessshouldbeusedasthedefaultapproachto
selectingNOP’shavingprice(includingreturncosts/TOC’s)asthe
keyselectioncriteria.Thiswillbeconsistentwithestablished
governmentprocurementpoliciesthatsupportacompetitive
processwithtoneofthekeyselectioncriteriabeingpriceunless
compellingreasons(whichareoutlinedinthesamegovernment
procurementpolicies)fornonpricecompetitioncanbemadeand
approved.
Thisappearstobepuredogmaand
representstheprestatedpositionof
Treasuries(notwithstandingtoprevious
VDTFdefaultposition)andthe
methodologyrecommendedand
commerciallymarketedbyEvans&
Peck.
Therewouldappeartobeno
substantivejustificationforthis
approachfromthedatagathered
duringthisstudy.

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DepartmentofTreasuryandFinance,Victoria,CommercialDivision
ReviewofExposureDraftGuidanceNoteNo.4
ReportingVFMOutcomesinAllianceContracting
CommentsbyCharlesMacDonald
Introduction
TheauthorofthesecommentsisengagedastheGeneralManagerConstructionfor
BrisConnectionsPtyLtd,thecompanyresponsiblefortheconstructionandoperationofthe
AirportLinkProjectinBrisbane.ThisPPPprojectwillinvolvea45yearconcessionandcapitalcost
of$4.2billionincludingtheNorthernBuswayandAirportRoundaboutUpgradeelementswhich
aredeliveredunderdesignandconstructcontractarrangements.
Theauthor,whohas37yearsofconstructionexperience,isalsocompletingaprofessional
doctorateatRMITUniversitywhichhasinvolvedresearchintothetopicof‘Ensuringand
demonstratingvalueformoney/bestvalueinallianceprojects’.
Finally,theauthorisaDirectoroftheAlliancingAssociationofAustralasia(AAA),althoughthe
viewsexpressedbelowshouldnotbeseenasrepresentingtheofficialviewoftheAAA.
CommentsareprovidedinrelationtoeachsectionoftheexposuredraftoftheGuidanceNote.
Preamble
Agreedandsupported.
2.1Introduction
 ThissectionintroducesthedistinctionbetweentheStateandtheOwnerwhichwillbe
commenteduponlaterinthisresponse.
 ThesectionalsointroducesreferencetoaVFMReporttobepreparedbytheOwner.Itis
notclearwhythisdocumentshouldnotbepreparedbytheAllianceandpresentedtothe
Owner.WhyisitnecessarytoprovidethisreporttotheStateifitistheOwnerwhois
chargedwiththeresponsibilitytoensurethatVFMisachieved?TheStatemaywishto
vieworevenaudittheprocessthatgeneratedthereport.
 ThesuggestionthattheAllianceshouldprovideregularVFMreportingtotheOwneris
stronglysupported.Areport,nomattercomprehensive,attheendoftheprojectdoes
notfacilitatecorrectiveactionduringthedeliveryoftheproject.
2.2WhyreportVFMoutcomesinalliancecontracting?
 Itissuggestedinthetextthatotherprocurementmethodologieshavedefined
benchmarkingprocessestoinformjudgementsonVFMoutcomes.Theauthorofthese
commentsquestionswhethersuchastatementcanbesupported.Certainlya
conventionaltenderingprocessdoesnotestablishsuchanoutcomebutmerelythe
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startingpointfortheultimatecostfortheproject.Itissuggestedthatthereislesscost
certaintyin‘designandconstruct’procurementwhereanyvariationsarenotpresented
inthe‘openbook’fashionthatisrequiredinalliancing,whichismuchmorelikelytolead
toafavourableVFMoutcome.
 Thesuggestionthattheallianceparticipants,whichincludetheOP,shouldnothaveany
editorialcontrolovertheVFMReportsuggestsalackoftrustintheintegrityofthe
Alliance.Frankly,ifsuchtrustisabsent,thepartiesshouldnotbeengaginginanalliance
inthefirstplace.Athirdpartyreview/validationofthereportcould,however,beuseful.
 ThissectioncontainssomeveryusefulideasregardingreportingVFMoutcomestothe
Owner,particularlythethreedotpointsidentified.However,thesepointswouldbe
equallyapplicabletotraditionalcontractswherethecurrentmechanismsdonotachieve
theselaudableobjectives.
2.3TheroleofVFMinGovernmentdecisionmaking.
 Figure2ishelpfulinunderstandingtherespectiverolesoftheState,OwnerandAlliance
asunderstoodbytheauthorsoftheGuidanceNote.
 Thesubsectionentitled‘TheAlliance’describestheconstitutionoftheAllianceandthen
drawsdistinctionbetweentheroleoftheOwnerandtheOPs.Thetextthenstatesthat
theOwnermaydelegatecertainlimitedresponsibilitiestothenominatedOPs
(underliningadded).ThislimitationofthepowersandresponsibilitiesoftheOPsisa
majorconcern.TheNOPsaretypicallyrequiredtonominateveryseniorpersonneltothe
AllianceBoard(ALT)whoarespecificallydelegatedtomakesignificantdecisionsonthe
partoftherespectiveorganisationsthattheyrepresent.IftheOPisnotsimilarly
authorised,thefunctionoftheALTandthecapacityoftheAlliancetorespondinatimely
andproactivemannercouldbeseriouslyprejudiced.Indeed,itcouldbearguedthatsuch
anarrangementwouldunderminesomeofthebasictenantsofthealliancei.e.thatall
participantsareempoweredandareabletoshareallrisks.
3.2The‘’VFMproposition”
 Thissectionsuggeststhatbusinesscasewillconsidertheidentified‘solution’.Doesthis
meanthat‘solution’mustbeknownatthisstage?Surelyaprojectcanbeexamined
throughabusinesscaseprocesswithoutthe‘solution’beingdetermineatthatpoint?
Indeedforcomplexanddifficulttodefineprojects,whicharebestsuitedtothealliance
model,asolutionmaynotbedevelopeduntiltheexpertknowledgethatcanbeprovided
bythealliance,isavailabletodeterminethebestsolution.
3.3BestforStatevBestforProject
 Inthescenarioprovideditisclearthatadditionalexpenditurewouldneedthespecific
consentoftheOwner.However,ifthealliancehadsaved$5Mwouldtheyhavethe
discretiontospendthefundsontheinitiativesidentifiedbytheworkshopratherthan
returningthefundstotherespectiveparticipantsinthepreagreedproportions?Itis
suggestedthattheyshouldhavesuchdiscretion.
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3.3Implementingtheprocurementstrategy
 Inthecautionarynoteissuggestedthat‘VFM’isnotanexpressionthatcanbeusedto
ignoretheimpactsofprice.However,norshoulditbeusedtoignoreallfactorsother
thanpricewhichisoftenthemannerinwhichitisinterpretedintraditionalprocurement.
4.1Businesscaserequirements
 Inthesectionentitled‘TheProjectManagementDecision’itisstatedthattheOwnerwill
needtoensurethattheprocurementmethodisstructuredtooptimisetheVFM
outcomesforthecheapestprice.However,itneedstoberecognisedthattheVFM
outcomesneedtobeappropriatelydefinedandthencommunicatedtoallthe
participantsintheproject.AVFMoutcomedoesnotresult,forinstance,fromahospital
beingbuiltonthecheapestlandandhencelowestpricebutinthewrongplaceto
successfullyservicethecommunity.Thischeapestpricementality,whichisperpetuated
bythetermVFMoftenresultsinsuchoutcomes.
4.2InvestmentdecisionsaremadeonthebasisofBusinessCases
 ThequotesprovidedfromtheICACpublication‘GuidelinesformanagingRisksinDirect
Negotiations’appeartoberatherselectiveanddonotfullyreflectthestatementsmade
inthisreport.Forinstancethereportactuallydistinguishesbetweenjointventuresand
relationshipcontractingwhichisdescribedas’oftenmakingsenseinsituationswherethe
agencywishestoenterintoalongtermrelationshipwithacontractor’.Thepublication
alsostatesthat‘whentherisksarewellmanagedalliancecontractingcanbeabeneficial
formofprojectdelivery’.
5.1TheVFMStatementProcess
 ThedistributionoftheOwnersVFMStatementtobiddersiswelcomedasthisdoesnot
appeartobecommonpracticecurrently.
 ItisnotclearwhyitisinsisteduponthattheVfMstatementshouldbefinalisedbefore
commencinganyformalmarketengagementprocess.Thereseemstobeaconcernthat
anyearlyinvolvementwiththe‘outsideworld’mayinsomeway‘contaminate’the
process.Thiswouldseemtobeaveryconservativeapproachandfranklydeniesthe
publicsectortheopportunityofgainingadvantagefromadviceorinputthatmay
enhancetheVfMStatement.
5.2VfMStatementRequirements
 Manyofthe‘businessrules’asdefinedinthetextshouldnotbeintheVFMStatement
butshouldbeintheAllianceAgreement.
 
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5.3BusinessCaseestimate
 AgainthereisaninsistencethattheBusinessCaseestimateshouldbepreparedbefore
marketengagement.Theremaybesufficientinhouseknowledgetodothisbutthere
maynotbe.Consequently,theOwnershouldbesufficiently‘mature’tobeabletoseek
anyadvicethatmightbenecessaryfromthemarketinordertoproduceasound
estimate.Thelackofsatisfactoryandrealisticestimatesforprojects,whichmay
ultimatelyproceedtobedeliveredbyprojectalliances,wasoneofthecriticismsraisedby
theearlierresearchbyVDTF.Decliningtoobtainadvicefrom‘outside’doesnotappearto
beareasonablewayofaddressingthisperceiveddeficiency.
 ThereconciliationoftheBusinessCaseestimate,TOCandultimatelyAOCareall
consideredtobesoundmeasures.ItissuggestedthatthereconciliationoftheTOCwith
theBusinesscaseEstimateisnotamatterfortheVFMReportbutshouldbereviewed
priortoapprovaloftheTCEi.e.atthetimethattheallianceissanctionedtoproceed.
6.3EnsuringtheAlliancestructureoptimisesVFMoutcomes
 Thestatementthatthe‘Ownerneedstoactasan‘intelligent’client....isakeydriverof
VFMandeffectiveprocurement’isstronglysupported.OwnersandStateAgencies
enteringintoalliancewithoutproperpreparationorcarefulconsiderationofalternative
procurementapproachesdoagreatdisservicetothemselvesandtheindustrygenerally.
SuchOwnersshareresponsibilityforgeneratingaperceptioninsomequartersthat
alliancesdonotofferVFMandprejudicetheappropriateuseofalliancingforthose
projectswhichsuitthisprocurementapproach.Alliancesareonlylikelytobesuitedtoa
limitedclassofprojectsandthebroaduseofthemethodisunlikelytobejustified.
 ItisunclearwhytheroleoftheOwnerandtheOPshouldbeseparated.Itseemsthatthe
Statewishestohave3levelsofauthorityi.e.State,OwnerandOPwhilstotherpartiesare
representedbytheirALTnomineealone.WhilstacceptingthattheStateistheClient,
suchanimbalancemaynotbeconducivetodrivingcollaborativebehaviours.
 IftheOPisnotauthorisedtospeakonbehalfoftheOwnerthiscouldleadtoa
dysfunctionalALT.
 TheuseoftheGatewayReviewprocessattheappropriatepointsinthealliancecontract
isconsideredtobeaverysoundidea.Theauthorofthesecommentshasdevelopeda
modelwhichadaptstheGatewayProcesstotheallianceprocurementapproach.
6.4Governancearrangementsanddecisionmaking
 ItwouldseemtobeessentialfortheALTtoendorsechangestotheBusinessCaseevenif
theOwnerretainstherighttoapprovesuchchanges.
 TheOwneralonedeterminingwhatwillconstituteamaterialchangeattheinceptionis
not‘alliance’typebehaviour.Inpracticethisamatterusuallyaddressedbytheallianceat
anearlytimeandinvariablyNOPstakeamoresevereviewofwhatconstitutesachange
i.e.such
unilateralactionbytheOwnerislikelytobetotheirdisadvantage.
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7.2WhentoReport
 Continuousmonitoringismentionedbutnoguidanceisprovidedontheinformationor
reportingthatmightbeproducedonanongoingbasis.Suchguidanceisessentialifthe
VfMReportistobeaworthwhiledocumentthataddressestheOwnersrequirements.
7.3PreparingandreviewingtheVFMReport
 TheargumentthattheVfMReportshouldbeproducedbyothersonbehalfoftheOwner
isnotwellmade.SuchareportshouldbepreparedbytheAllianceforpresentationtothe
Ownerwhomaywishtoengageathirdparrytoreviewthedocumentpriortoonward
submissiontotheState.EngagementofindependentadvisorstoproducetheVfMReport
isveryunlikelytorepresentVfMgiventheirlackofknowledgeofthedetailoftheproject.
IfthealliancehasproducedongoingreviewsofVfM,assuggestedearlierinsection7.2,
theyareclearlybestequippedtopreparetheVfMReport.
7.4Benchmarkingcosts
 ThesuggestionthattheOwnerengageanindependentEstimatorpriortomarket
engagementtoperformasimilarscopeofservicestothatusuallyundertakenby
contractorssuggesttwothings:
o Aninherentdistrustofthepartiesthataretobeengagedinthesubsequent
alliancenotagoodbasisonwhichtoformarelationship!
o Alackofappreciationoftheextentofestimatingworkthatwillbeundertakenby
thecontractor,thetimeatwhichitwillbeundertakenwhichismuchlaterinthe
sequence,andafailuretoappreciatethatthisinformationwillbeavailableonan
openbookbasis.
TheuseofanIndependentEstimatortoreviewthecontractor’sworkisasoundapproach
buttheengagementofsuchapartytoduplicatetheestimatingprocessisconsideredto
beseriouslymisguidedandsuggestsfundamentalmisunderstandingofthedynamicsofa
relationshipbasedcontract.
AppendixA,PartB
 ThecontentofthissectioniscontainedintheAllianceAgreementwhichcouldbe
appendedtotheVFMStatement.
AppendixB,Section4
 Ratherthan‘Achievingtherightprice’perhapsthemoreappropriateheadingwouldbe
‘Achievingtherightoutcomeatthebestprice’!
Conclusions
AshasbeenthecasefortheearliermaterialissuedinVDTFinthisseriesonVFMinalliance
contracting,thisguidancenoteprovidessomeveryusefulandwellresearchedguidanceto
practitioners.Theauthorisverysupportiveofmuchofthematerialcontainedintheguidance
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noteandhasdrawnparticularattentiontoareaswherethisviewisheldwithevengreater
conviction.Theauthordoes,however,holdcontraryviewsinanumberofareaswhicharealso
listed.Itishopedthatthesecommentsareseenasconstructivecriticismevenwhenstrongly
expressed,
ThankyoufortheopportunitytocommentontheGuidanceNote.
CharlesMacDonald
Brisbane,16April2010

